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GWA Group continues its transition from an Australianbased manufacturer to an outsourced manufacturer
designing innovative products. While its results do not
show strong numbers for the reporting year, they do
indicate that its CEO, Tim Salt, is keeping costs firmly in
control while he helps
to grow the innovative
culture.

RBA ends stimulus
The standard analysis of the potential
for falling dwelling prices in the near
future is that there is oversupply
created by the construction of too many
apartment buildings. What seems more
likely is that the Australian market
is coming to the end of the effects of
historically low interest rates.
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Paul Hoye, the managing
director of Klingspor
Australia, is one of the
better known people on
the hardware supplier
scene. After over 16 years
of dealing with Klingspor
products, he combines approachability with great
product knowledge. Mr Hoye talks to HI News about
merchandising, and how to find out more
about products such as grinding wheels.
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Metcash’s Independent Hardware Group
has done a great job of taking advantage
of the success of the current season of
Channel Nine’s renovation series, “The
Block”. But this advertising has focused
solely on Mitre 10. Will the company
develop an equally successful strategy for
Home Hardware in 2018?
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comment
Focus on this as a number: 26,500,000. That is the number of viewers
that Channel Nine’s 13th series of renovation TV show “The Block” has
managed to garner in its first six weeks on air. It is well up on the numbers for the previous series of the show, which by the same stage had
attracted a total of around 23,000,000 viewers. That’s an increase of 15%.
Total numbers for the previous season were close to 47 million. Which
means this season of “The Block” might produce a total audience of 54
million viewers.
Metcash has taken advantage of the opportunity this increase presents, delivering more effective advertising. Its Independent Hardware
Group (IHG), made up of the fusion of Mitre 10 and the Home Timber &
Hardware Group (HTH), has rolled out two new full 30-second television
commercials (TVCs). IHG even added a third, ad-hoc ad just for Fathers’
Day.
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The move to appoint “The Block” presenter Scott Cam as brand spokesperson continues to pay off handsomely. With his presence in the new
TVCs, it’s like the advertising continues straight through every episode
of the show.
More than that, though, the marketing team at IHG has made great
use of other ad-hoc opportunities that have come up. Recently IHG
sponsored a helicopter to airlift a contestant to the airport to catch a
flight home for the birth of his second child. That takes a lot of thinking
on your feet, plus a rapid approval process to bring off, but the result is a
real “anchor” moment for the brand.
Of course, that advertising on “The Block” isn’t really IHG advertising.
It’s all strictly Mitre 10 ads. Which is understandable, because with two
such similar brands as Mitre 10 and HTH, trying to promote both would
have resulted in a diluted message with little cut-through.
A question does arise from this, though. Given that Mitre 10 and HTH
are near equal contributors in terms of earnings to IHG and parent
Metcash: where is HTH’s 54 million advertising audience coming from in
2017?
Instead of “The Block”, HTH has some sponsorship of both the Australian Football League (AFL) and National Rugby League (NRL). Along
with that, it has long been a sponsor of Channel Nine’s “The Footy Show”,
which has a version for both of these codes.
However, not only have both versions of “The Footy Show” produced
somewhat mediocre net total ratings through 2017 (as far as HNN can
tell), but the AFL version, after reaching a crisis stage in its popularity,
actually shut down for two weeks, around the beginning of August 2017,
just as “The Block” was getting going.
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That’s a critical time for trade-oriented hardware stores, as it is
the start of the spring/summer push, when retailers see their sales
climb to the highest point for the year.
To HNN, this doesn’t seem entirely fair to owners of HTH bannered hardware stores. Even if the amount spent on HTH marketing is equivalent to that spent on Mitre 10 (which, given the expense of “The Block” sponsorships, seems something a little low on
the probability scale to HNN), there isn’t any kind of similar exposure that we know of for HTH. On the simplest level, there just isn’t
a Scott Cam equivalent out there.
Six months ago when HNN pointed out this apparent marketing
imbalance looming in the future, we suggested IHG should consider announcing what was going to happen to the Home brand
before August. Instead, IHG stuck with its original announcement
date of October 2017, a year after the original acquisition of HTH.
If IHG does decide to either roll the HTH brand into Mitre 10,
or to “downgrade” it to a secondary brand for smaller stores in the
group, that’s going to have a big effect on Home Hardware businesses. It will also raise the question as to why this couldn’t have
been announced earlier.
If IHG does continue full support for the Home brand, it seems
reasonable to expect to see marketing support do a little better
than it has for most of 2017.
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HNN certainly does hope it will all “come good”. Perhaps IHG
is planning a new, highly-funded marketing campaign for HTH,
which will relaunch the brand in November 2017, in time at least for
Christmas sales.
At this stage, all we can do is wait to see what happens in the
coming months.
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DIGiTAL
167,000

43,000

72,000

75,000

Digital is like the Ocean: it connects to everything.
What makes HI News unique is that we know what our readers like. We know,
because we analyse the downloads every week.
That’s also why we can guarantee our advertisers the sort of audience they
need. We can put an exact number on engagement.
And, because our costs are so much lower, so are our ad prices. As low as just
20% of equivalent print prices.
Come on in. The surf’s fine.

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.
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Contact Betty Tanddo
betty@hnn.bz or
0411 431 832
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Paul Hoye, Klingspor
name:

• Paul Hoye

company:
• Klingspor
Australia

products:

• Grinding wheels
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online:

• klingspor.com.au

social:

• Facebook:
goo.gl/y22USC

email:

• sales@
klingspor.com.au

Klingspor has become one of
the stalwart suppliers of abrasive wheels for grinders in Australia. The company developed
many of the types of abrasives in
common use today, including the
flat disc, which is now produced
by a range of companies around
the world. Despite this emulation, Klingspor has managed to
retain its leading position, both
by keeping prices down, and by
innovating with new products.
A part of Klingspor Australia
that will never be successfully
emulated by competitors is the
company’s managing director,
Paul Hoye. He’s one of those rare
people who can combine a very
focused attitude to his products
and business, with an easygoing,
friendly and very approachable
personality. Retailers know
instantly that he’s on their side,
that he’s interested in growing
the market for everyone. It’s also
a quality that carries over into
the Klingspor staff as well.
One reason for this ease is
that Mr Hoye has worked for
Klingspor for a long time, 16 years in Australia,
and before that he worked for the company’s
distributor in the UK.
Intriguingly, he has also revealed that he spent
a period working as a butler in Miami, Florida in
the past!

well for us but we also listened to our customers in Australia and some of the stands
we offer were designed by us and are manufactured locally based on the customer’s
needs. We also have a few new ones coming
so watch this space…
Q. In fact, there is just one complaint that we’re
Q. We’ve heard lots of positive comments about
heard consistently about Klingspor: retailers
Klingspor’s merchandising displays. It’s
want more! Are there any plans to expand
amazing how much displays can contribute
the width of the range that Klingspor does
to a retailer’s store design and subsequent
offer?
sales. Were your displays developed by Kling- A. I think our range of retail products may be
spor itself, or were these locally designed?
bigger than people realise and there aren’t
A, That’s good to hear. We have a mixture of
too many gaps in the range. Having said that,
both to be honest. Klingspor in Germany
there are products being added to the range
have a few merchandising displays that work
all the time. Again, we try to listen to what
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

our customers’ needs are and if they want it
we will do our best to make it happen. One
of the issues we have is that we only offer
professional products in retail packaging,
not lower quality “DIY” products and these
aren’t always so easy to offer in retail friendly
packaging.
From your experience, what do you think
goes into a good grinding/cutting wheel display? Is there an ideal location in the store?
It’s not easy to make cutting and grinding
discs look sexy but on one of our new display
stands we have a seven-inch tablet with a
short film running on it. It shows an independent tradie testing some of our products . It
looks really good and is designed to be small
enough to position it near the sales counter.
That’s always the best spot. We provide the
stand and the tablet for free with a small
stock order and we will even come and set it
up for you!
For retailers who want to gain a bit more
technical knowledge about grinding and
cutting wheels, what’s the best way for them
to access that information?
Well we have 11 sales people around the
country who are always on hand for technical advice. We also offer training days at our
premises in Sydney. The day comprises hands
on as well as theory training and a tour of
our warehouse and belt making facilities.
These are really popular and people are always surprised by how much they learn, even
if they’ve been selling abrasives for years.
We see that you went on a training trip to
Germany this past June. Are there any insights from that trip you would like to share
with us?

A. Yes, we spent a week there and visited three
of our factories in Germany and Poland but
as you know, what goes on tour stays on tour.
Seriously though; there are some really good
new products coming from Klingspor in the
near future.
Q. We know abrasives is a competitive market,
what would you say sets Klingspor apart
from your competitors?
A. We recognised early on that we were competing against some good companies with
good products in Australia so we focussed
very hard on our service. We are proud to
say that if you place your order for a stock
item before 1pm, it will leave on the same day.
Because we are in Sydney, that means overnight delivery to Brisbane, Melbourne and
of course to Sydney. I hope you will also hear
from our customers that we are just a really
easy company to deal with.
Q. Some market analysts see the global abrasives market as sitting at around USD10 billion this year, with the potential to increase
to USD14 billion by 2022. Have sales of Klingspor products been growing over the past
two years, and how do you see sales trending
for the next two years?
A. I’m happy to say that business has been
going well for us. In the last calendar year we
grew by 7.5% and we are on target for another 7.5% this year, so no complaints. I would
like to maintain that growth if at all possible
but who knows. I think as long as we focus
on getting the small things right, the sales
will come.
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Mr Hoye and some of the
Klingspor Australia crew
at the 2017 HBT National
Conference.

statistics
Stimulus of dwelling
prices declines
in this
update:
•start
A projected
text decline in dwelling
prices is commonly blamed
on oversupply,
especially of
apartments
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• The RBA’s cut of
the cash rate to
1.5% has kept
dwelling prices
stimulated for
four years

• That stimulus has
begun to wear
off, and further
cuts would not
restore it

• Thus prices
will fall really
through a decline
in demand

There are many interpretations of Australia’s current economy
and its housing market. One of the most
popular at the moment
is that oversupply of
housing, especially in
apartments, is about to
crash property prices,
or at least see them
cease growing at past
rates.
The idea behind that
theory is that market
stimulation through
increased demand
has finally done what
it should have been
doing all along: stimulated more building
in response to the
higher prices caused
by scarcity, until some
kind of equilibrium
is established. This
theory suggests that
as various factors have
interfered with that
equilibrium being
established in the past,
most notably ongoing

and sustained demand
continuing to outstrip
supply, the market
has finally over-compensated, leading to a
surplus of supply.
Generally speaking,
oversupply of housing
stock, even when a lot
of builders are engaged
in the market, is quite
a rare phenomenon.
What is more common
isn’t that supply over-

Chart 1.
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shoots demand, but
that demand, due to a
range of factors, ceases
its previous growth.
Given that, it’s probably a good idea to look
at the current housing
market, and to ask:
why has demand not
continued to increase
at expected levels? Has
anything changed, and,
if so, what?
For many analysts

that question has
not gone very far. If
anything, the economy has improved a
little, which should
have helped increase
demand. For these
analysts, lacking any
evidence of change, the
only possible source
cause is going to be
overbuilding.
HNN suspects that
the reality behind the

stats
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current situation is,
paradoxically, that the
housing market looks
set for a decrease in
dwelling price growth
not because something has changed, but
because a stimulus
enacted in the past has
gradually outworn its
effect. That stimulus,
as you might well
expect, is the radical
reduction in interest
rates we’ve seen over
the past five years.
It is interesting how
short the collective
memory seems to be
when it comes to the
economy. Describing
Australian economic
conditions in September 2011, one source
states:
Australia is entering
its slowest period of
economic growth since
the Global Financial
Crisis with key factors
being weak consumer
spending, continuing
weakness in residential
and non residential
building, a slow down
in employment, disruption to production due
to floods and the European financial crisis.
At that time the Reserve Bank of Australia
(RBA) held the cash
rate steady at 4.75%.
It had reached a low
of 3.00% in April 2009,
after a series of major
cuts — 100 basis points
in December 2008 and
in February 2009. A series of small increases
from October 2009 to
May 2010 had lifted it
back up to 4.50%, with
a final bump in Ocotober 2010 to the 4.75%.

The cash rate set by
the RBA is shown in
Chart 1.
A year later, in
September 2012, the
cash rate had been
cut by 125 basis points
to 3.50%. In the five
years since then it has
fallen a further 200
basis points, to sit on
its current 1.50%. Along
the way, the Australian
household savings
ratio has fallen from
around 10% back in
2012 to around 5% in
2017.
After an initial 50
basis points reduction
in May 2012 failed to
have the desired effect,
and the RBA had to
cut rates by a further
25 basis points in June
2012, the official statement on rates included
these sentences:
Housing prices had
shown some signs of
stabilising around the

turn of the year, but
have recently declined
again. Generally, the
housing market remains subdued.
In October 2012, when
the rates were reduced
a further 25 basis
points, the bank’s statement read in part:
Interest rates for borrowers have for some
months been a little below their medium-term
averages. There are
tentative signs of this
starting to have some
of the expected effects,
though the impact of
monetary policy changes takes some time
to work through the
economy.
In the second-last
decrease in interest
rates, in May 2016, the
RBA statement reads
in part:
In reaching today’s
decision, the Board
took careful note of

Chart 2.
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developments in the
housing market, where
indications are that the
effects of supervisory
measures are strengthening lending standards and that price
pressures have tended
to abate. At present,
the potential risks of
lower interest rates in
this area are less than
they were a year ago.
At the last decrease
in interest rates,
in August 2016, the
RBA made a further
statement about the
housing market:
Supervisory measures
have strengthened
lending standards in
the housing market.
Separately, a number
of lenders are also
taking a more cautious
attitude to lending in
certain segments. The
most recent information suggests that
dwelling prices have

been rising only moderately over the course
of this year, with
considerable supply of
apartments scheduled
to come on stream
over the next couple of
years, particularly in
the eastern capital cities. Growth in lending
for housing purposes
has slowed a little this
year. All this suggests
that the likelihood of
lower interest rates
exacerbating risks in
the housing market
has diminished.
Chart 2 shows the
percentage change in
the ABS residential
property price index,
comparing each quarter to the same quarter
in the previous year.
While the dates on this
chart only go back as
far as 2004, one of the
things that becomes
clear is just how
unusual recent times

stats
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have been for property prices. Sydney
and Melbourne have
seen the percentage
of growth stay above
3% from September
quarter 2013 until today, while Brisbane has
seen only one quarter
drop below that, to
2.9%. At the height of
the pre-GFC property boom, Melbourne
managed that for only
11 consecutive quarters,
and Brisbane only 13.
As for Sydney, the best
it could do at that time
was six.
Chart 3 shows the
growth in the number of dwelling units
approved for the
statistical areas of
Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane, based on
a comparison of each
month with the same
month in the previous
year. The vertical light
green lines that span
the height of the chart
indicate when the RBA
applied a stimulus cut
of 25 basis points in the
cash rate.
What is interesting
about this chart is that
is shows how effective those cuts were
initially at keeping the
approval rate ticking
along at a good pace.
That effectiveness,
however, begins to
steadily diminish over
time, until the last two,
in May and August
2016, show a very much
reduced effect.
Chart 4 is supplied to
confirm the slowdown
that is occurring. It
represents the growth
in the value of con-

struction work done in
Australia, comparing
each quarter to the
same quarter in the
previous year. While
the effects of interest
rate stimulus will be
delayed as they show
up on this chart, the
overwhelming picture
is one of a slowdown.

RBA strategy
It is difficult to know
how much of the RBA’s
interest rate policy is
directed at the housing
market, and how much
it is more general than
that, with the housing market reflecting
economic stimulus
elsewhere. It is hard to
dispute, however, that
the effect of the interest rate cuts has been
to support the housing market through
an unusual period of
constant price growth
in an elevated range.
The economic reality,
though, it seems to
HNN, is that had the
housing market not
received this kind of
stimulus, the economy
would have potentially deteriorated quite
badly. Falling house
prices would have
stimulated a reduction
in consumer spending,
contraction in business
production, and the potential of a downwards
spiral.
That said, it’s also
apparent that this
form of stimulus has
become much less
effective. One reason
the RBA is not going to
reduce interest rates

Top, Chart 3. Bottom, Chart 4.
anytime soon is that
the worst possible
thing any reserve bank
can do is to introduce
a stimulus that doesn’t
work.
Effectively, what
this kind of monetary
policy has done is to
buy the Australian
economy some time
to re-adjust to a new
reality, where the
contribution of raw
material commodities
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and infrastructure
spending will play a
lesser role. Of course,
this kind of interest
rate stimulus is a little
double-edged: while it
has delayed the effects
of a necessary transition, it has also, unfortunately, inhibited that
transition as well.
As that stimulus decreases over the next
two years, and we do
see house price growth

rates decline to under
3.0%, the need to transition to a different
economy will become
more important. We’ll
probably not know
until 2020 whether
Australia can make
this transition easily, or
if it will instead have
to suffer some years of
real shock, and poorly
performing economy, until the needed
changes can happen.

indie update
Merchandising
techniques ranked

in this
update:
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• Hardware store
owners in
Queensland have
criticised a state
government
change to trading
hours which
permits stores to
open at 6am
• Tasmanian
hardware retailer
Kemp and
Denning lose
$9.8 million in
2016/17 due to
tough times
• Research in the
US reveals the
merchandising
techniques that
actually deliver
results

• Hardware Australia NSW inducts
Tim Starkey into
National Hall of
Fame

The study suggests:
where a display of
The “temporary” nasomething like gloves
ture of these merchan- clipped in a display
disers and ability to
strip are placed beside
move them to strategic related products on an
areas of a store create endcap. In 2002 this
a sense of urgency
technique delivered an
among shoppers.
increase of just 15%,
The second best tech- but in the recent study
nique, and one which
they boosted sales by
came as something of a 177%.
surprise, was the good
HNN really recomClassic use of disposable dump bins by Inverell H Hardol’ reliable checkout
mends taking a glance
ware in NSW. The brightly coloured Bahco bin at the aisle
entrance attracts immediate attention.
display. In 2002 these
through this study
A joint effort between • Feature Endcap
boosted sales by just
for retailers. You can
US-based NRHA/
Single Item
39%, but in the recent download the PDF at:
Hardware Retailing
• Feature Endcap
study the boost was
http://www.hardwarMagazine and research
Multi Item
467%.
eretailing.com/merconsultancy The
Appropriate, seasonal In third place was
chandising-for-profit/
Farnsworth Group has items were selected for the clip strip endcap,
revisited a study first
display. The retailers
conducted in 2002 into who participated in
Tim Starkey inducted into
what merchandising
the study agreed to
techniques work best
leave the products on
National Hall of Fame
in home improvement display for 30 days.
retail.
“Control” stores, which
The revised study
sold the same prodlooks at 12 different
ucts, but did not use
retail placement tech- the techniques providniques.
ed a baseline.
These were:
The two biggest
• Disposable Dump
winners from the surBins
vey turned out to be
• Permanent Dump
disposable dump bins.
Bins
These are the mostly
• Power Aisle Stack
cardboard displays
Outs
that get placed in
l-to-r, Maddison, Mike and Georgia
• Power Aisle Stack
aisles or at convenient
Outs w/signage
intersection points in
• Service Counter
customer traffic.
On 18 August 2017 at the Hardware Australia NSW
Displays
In the 2002 study,
State Awards, the late Tim Starkey, group manager of
• Checkout Displays
these increased prodHardware & Building Traders (HBT), was inducted into
• Clip Strip In Aisle
uct sales over control
the National Hall of Fame in recognition of his service
• Clip Strip Endcap
store sales by 427%. In
to the hardware industry.
• In Aisle Feature/
the 2016 study, this had
The award was presented by Mike LoRicco, group
Benefit Sign
gone up even more,
manager at HBT, and accepted by Mr Starkey’s daugh• Feature Endcap
with the dump bins inters, Maddison and Georgia.
%Off / Sale
creasing sales by 660%.
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indie
update
Trading conditions lead to K&D’s $9.8m loss
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Tasmanian-based
hardware retailer
Kemp and Denning
Limited (K&D) has
made cost cutting
culture a priority
after recording a $9.8
million loss in 2016-17.
A competitive
environment resulted
in an 18% reduction
in revenue from $89
million to $67 million.
The after-tax loss increased from $558,846
to $9.83 million.

General manager
Jason Hutton said it
had been a period of
particularly tough
and adverse conditions for retail and
trade. He wrote in his
report:
Both markets have
been very competitive with challenges
around sales and
margin retention. In
response, the Board
and management
determined that in

order to remain viable
we must simplify
our operations and
implement an aggressive cost reduction
culture.
Chairman Greg
Goodman said
directors had taken
decisive action to restructure the company with the closure of
unprofitable operations in Devonport
and Glenorchy and
the sale of the trade
division to Clennetts
Mitre 10. He told The
Mercury:
The sales have significantly strengthened our balance
sheet and facilitated
the repayment of all
outstanding debt [$6.8
million].
The board decided to
sell the trade business

to eliminate ongoing
operating risk and
ensure shareholder
value was preserved.
Excellent progress
has been made in the
reduction of operating costs and working
capital.
K&D also closed its
Cambridge store, despite an ongoing lease
going through until
March 2018. It plans
to sell the land and
buildings at Kingston
by the end of September.
The company’s annual report says K&D
has a strong balance
sheet, assets of $38
million compared
with liabilities of $14
million, and a clear
strategy to get more
value out of its real
estate holdings. The

directors report to
shareholders said:
To maximise our impact we will increasingly look for opportunities to maximise
the benefit of these
properties.
The report also
indicates that K&D’s
continuing operation
in Melville Street,
Hobart earned $22
million revenue but
contributed $4.5 million to the loss.
The discontinued
operations, including Glenorchy and
Devonport, earned
$44 million in revenue
in the year to May
but lost $5.2 million.
https://goo.
gl/3S8aqn

Hardware retailer protests move to 6am opening hours
Craig’s Highfields
Home Hardware
owner Craig Stibbard
has criticised the
Queensland Government’s changes to
trading hours, saying
it would put more
pressure on small
businesses.
The amendments
to opening hours
for hardware stores,
butchers, shops at
international airports
and tourist areas
were passed through
the Queensland
Government recently,
after Labor secured
the LNP’s support

through extra changes.
But Mr Stibbard
said allowing all hardware stores to open at
6am every day would
only benefit large
chains like Bunnings.
He told The Chronicle:
I think it’s crazy –
most of the hardware
stores are already
open at 7am. It’s just
ludicrous. The big
guys are just trying to
squeeze the little guys
out, there won’t be
any small ones left.
I probably don’t
think it’s achieved

a lot – you might be
able to attract people
outside of the normal
trading hours, (but)
with your overheads,
your electricity prices,
labour prices, opening
a door is all a cost.
Toowoomba Chamber of Commerce
CEO Jo Sheppard had
a mixed reaction to
changes which were
designed to give small
businesses more
flexibility with their
opening hours to help
attract customers.
She said it was
unlikely to be the
last time the state
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government reviewed
opening hours, considering the changing
nature of business in
Australia. Ms Sheppard said:
A couple of points
I’d make is we need
flexibility for businesses to have extended trading hours.
Customers’ expectations are that they
are wanting extended
hours for those bigger
regions.
Toowoomba is
one of the biggest
online shoppers in the
country, so to compete with that side

of shopping traders
need to be able to
open more often. I
don’t think any government should look
at this and say that’s
final.
Mr Stibbard said he
was also unlikely to
extend his opening
hours.
https://goo.gl/nUhpG2

big box update
Mount Isa Bunnings
plans revealed
in this
update:
•start
The text
proposal for
the new Bunnings Mount Isa
store has been
open for public
comment
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Plans for a new
Bunnings Warehouse
in Mount Isa (QLD)
have been available
for public review and
comment recently.
The development application seeks to put a
new Bunnings store on
an old council works
depot and storage yard
site at 89 West Street.
This site will replace
the current Bunnings
outlet on Camooweal
Street.
If approved, the
development would
have a total retail area
of 5607.5sqm. The proposal calls for 172 car
park spaces with two
entrances. The facility
would operate from
6am to 9pm seven days
a week.
According to the proposal, the Camooweal
Street Bunnings would
close down and all operations would be done
out of the new West
Street warehouse.
The proposal’s economic needs assessment report projected
local hardware and
related expenditure in
Mount Isa will reach
$35.4 million by 2019
with over 80% spent
locally. It states that
an expanded Bunnings
is needed due to the
growth of population
in the trade area,

The proposed site of the new Bunnings Warehouse at 89 West Street, Mt Isa (QLD)

The new Bunnings will replace the current store on Camooweal Street in Mt Isa
generating additional
household expenditure.
It said lower prices
could be expected due
to the increased competition and Bunnings
would cater to the renovation market of the
older housing stock.
The developers
held a pre-lodgement
meeting with council
in early August which
discussed a number
of issues. The meet-
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ing found that only a
“negligible area” would
be affected by a 1 in
100 year flood event
and any possible cafe
on the premises would
not need specific approval.
It also found no
new water, sewer or
telecommunications
infrastructure would
be needed to support
the site. However a
traffic impact report,
site plan and stormwa-

ter management plan
would be needed when
the main application
comes to council.
After completion of
the public notification
of the development
application, council
officers will assess it
including any submissions received and
present a report to
council.
https://goo.gl/ggcxnh

supplier
big box update
update
Senco has changed
ownership
in this
update:
•start
Adelaide
text Brighton raises prices
for pre-mixed
concrete

• Tenaru sponsors
professional
paint assoiciation
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• Mr Fothergill’s
buys tool brand

• Kyocera has purchased Senco

Japan-based Kyocera Corporation has
acquired Senco Brands,
a fastening tools and
fasteners maker since
1948, for an undisclosed
sum. This will expand
Kyocera’s fastening
tools business in the
residential, commercial, manufacturing
and construction
sectors.
As a result of the
acquisition, Senco will
now operate as a part
of the Kyocera Global
Tool Cutting Division.
Renamed Kyocera Senco Industrial Tools, the
company will continue
to be headquartered in
Cincinnati, Ohio (USA).
Kyocera takes on
Senco in a move that
takes the business out
of private ownership.
Ben Johansen, CEO of
Senco Brands, told Pro

Tools Review:
We expect this
acquisition to strengthen our new product
development capabilities, bolster our ability
to provide innovative
fastening solutions
to a wider range of
customers and enhance
our global distribution
network.
Senco is known for
its product quality
and diverse line, which
includes pneumatic
and electric nailers,
staplers, screw systems
and compressors, as
well as nails, staples,
screws and specialty
fasteners.
Kyocera first entered the industrial
tools market in the
1970s with a line of
high-speed metal
processing tools, and
has steadily expanded

into precision tools for
electronics, aerospace,
automotive, medical
and woodworking
applications. Kyocera’s
2011 purchase of the
Unimerco Group in Europe added a fastening
tool product line that
should have synergies
with Senco’s expertise
in the fastening tools

and fasteners market.
With the acquisition
of Senco, Kyocera plans
to increase its sales
of fastening tools and
fasteners to JPY40 billion by the fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021.
https://goo.gl/uvicUk
https://goo.gl/TxQftD

Mr Fothergill’s expands through Darlac acquisition
According to a report
in Horticulture Week,
Mr Fothergill’s Seeds
has bought UK garden
tools brand Darlac. The
company hopes that by
adding the 50-year-old
brand it will make its
business less seasonal.
It is also aiming to double turnover through
this acquisition, and intends to keep its main
focus on seeds.

Mr Fothergill’s joint
managing directors,
John Fothergill and
David Carey took over
the company shares
held by their fathers in
March 2017. Regarding
the purchase, Mr Carey
said:
This is a significant
step for our business.
We remain committed
to being one of Europe’s
largest seed houses…
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However, Darlac offers
us wonderful opportunities to expand our
portfolio in the UK and
abroad.
Turnover for Darlac is
currently under GBP1
million. Horticulture
Week believes the take
over of Darlac is part
of a growing trend for
large garden centre
and general retail
garden suppliers to

expand ranges. Larger
suppliers have been
buying several niche
companies recently.
These acquisitions
make the most of
existing head offices,
websites, catalogues,
warehouses, merchandising, transport and
trading relationships.
https://goo.gl/WUXxqZ

supplier
update
Price increases from Adelaide Brighton
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As Australia’s largest cement maker,
Adelaide Brighton is
set to lift prices for
pre-mixed concrete a
second time later in
2017.
It announced
recently a 10.9% drop
in net profit after tax
to $68.7 million for
the six months ended
June 30, 2017. Revenue
increased by 4.7% to
$718.4 million.
The housing and infrastructure boom on
the eastern seaboard
is triggering price rises for pre-mixed concrete and aggregates
used in construction.
Adelaide Brighton chief executive
Martin Brydon said

that demand was
continuing to rise,
particularly in Melbourne and Sydney
and a second round of
prices increases for a
range of products was
anticipated later this
year.
The company had
already instituted a
round price rises for
various products on
April 1.
Mr Brydon said rival
companies had already signalled to the
industry that they
would implement
“meaningful increases” on October 1. He
said no final decision
had been made but
Adelaide Brighton
was also expecting

to raise
prices
again later
in calendar
2017.
I think
it’s likely
we will
follow the
market.
Mr
Brydon
declined
to comment on
the likely
amount of
the price
rise. He
said 2018
was looking very strong for
the property construction industry,
while the growing

number of big infrastructure projects on
the drawing board augured well for future
demand.

https://goo.gl/4A8jUV

Tenaru partners with Master Painters association

Tenaru Timber &
Finishes has become
a silver sponsor of
Master Painters Australia (NSW), the peak
industry body for the
surface coating sector
in NSW. Tenaru is the
exclusive Australian
distributor of brands

that are the preferred
choice for professionals, including Sikkens,
Hammerite, Mirka
and Dynamic Paintware.
The sponsorship
provides Tenaru
with opportunities
to engage with the

association’s members through awards
programs, events and
training sessions.
Tenaru will be
sponsoring a category
and be a guest presenter at the Master
Painters Awards for
Excellence in Octo-
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ber, and via product
demonstrations at
member networking
events.
According to Brian
Hamilton, Tenaru
managing director, as
the Tenaru portfolio
evolves there is a
growing need to have
a direct communication channel to the
professional painter.
He said:
Tenaru’s portfolio
includes the globally
established, premium
products Sikkens,
Hammerite, Dynamic
Paintware and Mirka.
Each brand complements the others and
provides a full suite
of surface coating

solutions for our
customers and trade
professionals.
Tenaru has a very
experienced team,
passionate about
problem solving and
providing the best
advice for projects.
We are keen to share
our expertise by working more closely with
MPA (NSW) members.
Master Painters
Australia (NSW) CEO,
Therese Lauriola,
said, “We are excited
to have Tenaru partnering with us and
look forward to some
great times ahead.”

companies
GWA Group 2016/17
full-year results
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•Text
Growth remains
subdued for
GWA, but clear
signs of product/
market development and cost
containment
• Slowing growth
in WA and SA
continue to
weigh on results

• Four of five major
customers show
pleasing growth
in relationship
and trade
• Bunnings continues to be a struggle, but promises
growth into new
markets
• Two concept centres to be built,
one a replacement, and the
other an expansion into NSW

After two years leading GWA Group (GWA) as
Positives include what the company describes
CEO, Tim Salt has many reasons to be pleased
as a better product mix, as it moves more towith the company’s results for FY2016/17.
wards higher margin products. As a part of this,
There are significant signs that the company is the innovations it has made in its Caroma sancontinuing to complete its transition from an
itaryware have proved popular in the market,
organisation largely focused on manufacturing and are opening up new market opportunities.
household goods in Australia, to one with an
In remarks to analysts at the results preseninternational manufacturing base that contation, Mr Salt commented that the company
centrates on developing innovative products
was producing better margins, had improved
and innovative approaches to the Australian
engagement with major customers, and had
market.
continued to build a better brand presence in
That said, growth was very subdued for the
the market. He also stated that:
year, with sales ticking upwards to $446.3 milThe group’s financial position remains very
lion, an increase of 1.52% as compared with the strong, with improved margins, lower net debt
previous corresponding period (pcp) which was and credit metrics continuing to improve.
FY2015/16. Earnings before interest and taxation
(EBIT) were slightly better with an increase of
Bathrooms & Kitchens
2.97%, coming in at $80.6 million, while net profit also rose by 3.37%, to deliver $53.7 million.
Revenue for B&K lifted by 2.46% over the pcp
While this result was acceptable, it is also evto come in at $350.4 million. The company states
ident some rough edges do remain in the com- that it had strong revenue growth in Victoria
pany. The bathroom & kitchen (B&K) division
and New South Wales of 11% and 5% respectivereturned EBIT of $87.6 million, up 3.54% on the
ly. Queensland (QLD) was less robust, showing
pcp, while the company’s other division, doors & growth of 3% (in the previous year QLD sales
access systems (D&A),
saw EBIT fall by $1
million to $6.3 million,
a downward trend of
13.7% on the pcp.
Overall the company
2015/
2015/
Category
Change
has struggled with
2016
2016
regional exposures in
the Australian market,
Revenue from con446.3
439.7
1.52%
largely due to an
tinuing operations
overweighting in the
still subdued WestEBIT
80.6
78.3
2.97%
ern Australian (WA)
housing market. GWA
Normalised profit
53.7
51.9
3.37%
also indicated that
after
taxes
currency fluctuations
had increased expenses from its overseas
Normalised earnings
$0.20
$0.19
6.42%
manufacturing base
per share (EPS)
through the financial
year.

GWA Group FY 2016/17

AUD millions
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companies
grew by 12%). The company did not release a
growth number for WA, but stated the sales
decline had slowed from that of FY2015/16.
In particular, the company stated that is sales
of sanitaryware products had increased by 6%
over the pcp, partially driven by the success of
the Caroma Cleanflush products, which, GWA
states, is now about 15% of its sales in the sanitaryware category.

Door & Access Systems
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Revenue for D&A fell by 1.84% over the pcp
to come in at $95.9 million. Even in states such
as VIC and QLD with positive growth, this was
subdued at 2%, while NSW, despite an active
housing and construction market, returned a result the company says was “inline” with the pcp.
The results for the pcp, FY2015/16, had recorded
growth of 7% for NSW and 12% for VIC.
Meanwhile revenue from WA entered a steep
decline, down 27% on the pcp. Mr Salt answered
an analyst’s question by admitting that the WA
market might continue its decline:
I still think there may be a little way to go before we hit the bottom in WA. I suppose the only
encouraging thing that we are seeing that as the
markets come off over there, labor availability,
which was a major issue in WA, has actually sort
of loosened up quite a bit.
According to commentary in the results
release:
Earnings in the second half of $3.8 million
were significantly ahead of the first half of $2.5
million following initiatives implemented to
address short term performance and strengthen
and refocus the business for the medium term.
These include refocusing the sales team to better
target the core builder segment, a simplified
structure to improve customer service and
rationalisation of the API branch network in
Victoria.

and remain focused on the much larger and
more stable [renovation] market, together with
detached housing and commercial segments.

Reece Group
Reece is one of GWA’s major customers. In answer to an analyst’s question, Mr Salt remarked
that while sales to Reece had grown, they had
grown slowly during the reporting year. He also
said the company was proceeding cautiously
with Reece as it completed its transformation.
However, he believes the outlook is overall
positive.
The engagement that we’re creating with
Reece and the programs and plans that we are
building jointly with them, I think will stand
us in very good stead as we move into FY ‘18
and FY ‘19. So I feel sort of really positive about
that, and we’re certainly getting in some good
traction there. But as a just caution, it will be a
slow growth.
Reece has its own version of the Cleanflush
range, Mr Salt said.
From a Cleanflush perspective, Reece continues to have its own variant of that and as
we’ve talked about previously, that’s in 220 of its
showrooms, and that has been a positive driver
of growth on the Cleanflush in the past year.

“I still think there
may be a little
way to go before we hit the
bottom in WA.
I suppose the
only encouraging
thing that we are
seeing that as the
markets come off
over there, [is]
labor availability.”
— Tim Salt

Market
One feature of GWA that Mr Salt mentions at
results announcements is that the company is
not geared toward the low-end of the market.
In particular, multi-unit dwellings built on the
buy-to-rent basis are not a good market for its
products.
As we’ve said consistently, the multi-residential
segment is not a core focus for GWA, particularly at the lower value, buy-to-let end of the
market. We have low exposure to this segment

GWA Group has aimed for the medium to high range of bathroom products.
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companies
Tradelink

Harvey Norman

Mr Salt was very positive about results for
Tradelink during the reporting year. He said
that sales had increased by 16%, after less positive growth of just 4% in the pcp. He pointed to
two main causes of this growth:
One is increased presence in their showrooms
for our brands, and that’s been a significant
kicker-up. And the second one is that we have
agreed with them to ensure that in their 220 ontrade counters, that we actually have 29 of our
core SKUs ranged within those 220 of their trade
counters. So as a plumber, whoever it is goes in,
there’s instant availability of our products and
that’s — the great news about that from our perspective, it has driven not only our business but
has also helped grow their business as well.

Mr Salt said that Harvey Norman continued
to be a strong customer for GWA. In particular,
he noted that they helped to promote higher
margin sales.
Harvey Norman was strong at the half year,
continues to be strong at the full year, and that
has grown very strongly both because they’re
very good at the trading people up in the renovation space... Harvey Norman are one of those
customers who are very good at actually taking
a consumer as they come into their showrooms
and trading them up from a lower value product
to a medium to higher value product. And
certainty, there’s been some positive growth as a
result of that on the Cleanflush range.

Bunnings
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Mr Salt admitted that Bunnings had proved to
be a challenging customer for GWA during the
reporting year, which is significant, as the bigbox home improvement retail comprises 11% of
the K&B market for the company.
As we look forward to FY 2018, the relationship
... is certainly improving. It’s always going to be a
challenging one. They’re a big player and they ...
make strong demands on us, as they do on every
other supplier.
However, it has also been a year of qualified
success with Bunnings.
The good news is that there are now three new
range reviews that have been concluded by Bunnings, and that is starting with sanitaryware,
where we’ll start to see at the end of quarter one
and quarter two that we’ve got an increased
presence and the right ... price points within
Bunnings, which will see a real step change.
We’ve done well in their tapware review, which
is happening ... in quarter two, so we’ll also start
to see benefit there, where I think we’ve got
something like 28 extra SKUs ranged in Bunnings.
Mr Salt also mentioned possible areas of expansion with Bunnings.
An area where we haven’t been as focused and
we’re starting to wake up to the opportunity,
is in assisted living, which some people call
age care, but that’s an area that Bunnings are
certainly themselves looking to drive harder and
we’re partnering with them very strongly now to
create of growth opportunities both for us and
for them in that space.

Concept centres
One of the more interesting announcements
to come out of the results presentation is that
GWA is expanding the number and locations of
“concept centres” it has in Australia. Currently
it has three of these: one in Adelaide, Perth and
one in Melbourne that dates to 2008. The company will open two new ones, replacing its Adelaide centre, and adding a new one in Sydney.
Questioned about the costs of these centres,
Mr Salt was quick to defend the investment.
Ultimately, we’ve talked about how do we build
our brands to drive revenue and market share
growth, and this is a chance in the largest state,

From a slide in the results presentation.
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“Harvey Norman
are one of those
customers who
are very good at
actually taking
a consumer as
they come into
their showrooms
and trading them
up from a lower
value product
to a medium
to higher value
product.”
—Tim Salt

companies
the largest market in Australia, to actually have a really strong presence to act as a showcase for the great
brands that we’ve got.
So we’ve been talking, signalling this for some time.
CapEx is slightly lower than we anticipated for FY 2017
because we’ve been making sure we get this right, so
it sort of flowed through into FY 2918. But I think it’s
absolutely in line with our strategic priorities that we
talked about, around how do we drive revenue and
market share growth. So I think it’s a really exciting
opportunity, and we’ll be up and running in January
[2018].

Analysis
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GWA continues to face in the future what might be
most kindly described as a “tough gig”. Transitioning out of being a supply-oriented manufacturer to
becoming a design-oriented supplier has left it with a
hefty innovation deficit which it has been trying to fill
over the past two years. That lack of a deep innovative
product line means that the company is constantly
defending its market share from lower-end suppliers
seeking to reach up into its more profitable markets.
The way out is, of course, to continue to innovate,
and with Caroma’s Cleanflush, it has proven it can
develop a slightly radical product, take it to market,
and see it achieve success with customers at the
mid- and high-levels of the market. However, as more
innovations will take another two to three years to
fully develop, it is left in the meantime with the need
to juggle many different tensions to stay afloat.
It is also in a position where it can be easily affected
by externalities, such as the health of the WA housing
market, the shift to more multi-unit dwellings, and the
currency exchange rate.
Set against that, though, is its ability to cultivate
major customers, and clear, ongoing focus on cost
containment. The signs are that, while growth may be
slow over the next couple of years, the company is able
to buy itself the time it needs to develop its business
further. What is refreshing is that this development
remains a major focus for Mr Salt and his executive
team.
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Bunnings
FY2016/17
The headline element in the full-year results
for Australian big-box home improvement
retailer Bunnings is its return on capital (RoC)
ratio. For its Australian operations, this hit
41.8%, the highest it has been in eight years.
Masters Home improvement, the failed
effort by Woolworths to compete with Bunnings, finally exited the market in December
2016. In 2017 Bunnings’ heavy investment in
expanding its network is tailing off, and some
operational expenses, such as staff hours, have
moderated.
For Bunnings as a whole, however, including
its UK-based operations, RoC came in at just
30.3%, the lowest it has been since 2014. Those
overseas operations lost $89 million, despite
considerable investment in refurbishing
Homebase, the retail operations Wesfarmers
acquired from the UK’s Home Retail Group.
hnn.bz

Pictured above is an
artist’s rendition of a
Bunnings’ Warehouse
approved for 142—160
Breakfast Creek Road
in Newstead, an area of
Brisbane, Queensland.
Spanning three
storeys, the Bunnings
itself will have over
17,000 square metres
of floor space, with
additional retail space
for other businesses.

The concern among investment analysts is that, in the
wake of Masters’ exit, Wesfarmers has conjured up an equivalent problem through an uncharacteristically poorly disciplined and hastily excuted entry into the UK market. With
conglomerate parent Wesfarmers facing the handover to a
new CEO in November 2017 — one with banking experience,
but no retail experience — there is a question if the loss-making BUKI operations can be restored over the year to come.

Wesfarmers
Meanwhile, Wesfarmers has produced what it describes
as a “record level of earnings” for its FY2016/17. In results
released on 17 August 2017, the company reported sales were
$68,444 million, up by 3.7% on the previous corresponding
period (pcp), which was FY2015/16.
Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) were $4402
million, up by 27.2% on the pcp. Net profit after taxes for the
year was $2,873 million. This represents as increase of 27.6%
on the pcp, if write-offs of $1844 million are excluded from
the pcp results. (The FY2015/16 write-offs related to a revaluation of the company’s Target retail operations and other
assets.)
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In comments reported in the Wesfarmers results news
release, Mr Goyder stated:
The results achieved during the year demonstrated the
strength of the Group’s conglomerate structure, as well as
our focus on cash generation and capital efficiency. A strong
recovery in the performance of the Industrials division reflected higher earnings across all three business units, and was
driven in particular by higher coal prices and increased coal
production in the Resources business. Retail earnings were
also above the prior year, supported by continued strong
momentum in Bunnings Australia and New Zealand (BANZ),
Kmart and Officeworks.
Coles overall saw revenue fall by 0.1%, with EBIT declining
by 13.5% on the pcp. Its food and liquor business had returned
a lift in revenue of 1.6%, but the convenience area recorded a
loss in revenue of 8.2% compared to the pcp.
Kmart saw revenue lift by 7.5% on the pcp, with EBIT gaining by 17.7%. Target’s sales fell by 14.6% on the pcp, while EBIT
remained negative overall, but was positive by $3 million,
with the omission of significant items. Meanwhile, Officeworks saw revenue lift by 6.1% on the pcp, with EBIT climbing by 7.5%.
In Resources, revenue increased from $1008 million in the
pcp to $1746 million in the reported year, a lift of 73.2%. EBIT
was $405 million, up from a loss of $310 million in the pcp.
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Bunnings results 2016/17
• Bunnings Australia and New
Zealand (BANZ) produced good
results, but these were counter-balanced by losses from
Bunnings United Kingdom and
Ireland (BUKI).
• The fourth quarter was particularly good for BANZ, after three
previous quarters marred by
poor weather and a high level
of discounts from the Masters
store closures.
• Overall, Wesfarmers had a good
year, with the exception of Target, which continued to not be a
net contributor to earnings.
• Bunnings continues to expand
its store network, but at a slower
rate. There has been a shift from
expanding into new stores, to
improving current locations
with updates.
• The CEO of Bunnings, Michael
Schneider, called out performance in light trade sales as
doing well.
• BUKI has relaunched some of
the product lines it is selling
through its Homebase stores,
notably in kitchens. However,
some of the marketing for these
products does not seem especially appealing.
• There are growing concerns,
voiced by analysts and others,
that BUKI could be headed in
the wrong direction, through
attempting to impose retail
practices on a market that is not
prepared to accept them.

Bunnings
Bunnings now operates in two divisions, Bunnings Australia and New
Zealand (BANZ), and Bunnings United
Kingdom and Ireland (BUKI). Michael
Schneider is the overall CEO of the
combined Bunnings, and also managing director of BANZ. Peter (PJ) Davis
is the managing director of BUKI.
BANZ revenue came in at $11,514
million, up by 8.9% on the pcp, while
EBIT was $1334 million, up 10% over
the pcp. Total store sales growth was
8.9%, while store-on-store (comp) sales
were 7.3%. BANZ delivered a return on
capital (RoC) of 41.8%, up from 36.6%
in the pcp.
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The company noted that results
for the fourth quarter of 2016/17 were
particularly strong, with total sales
up by 11.4%, total store sales up 11.7%
and store-on-store sales up by 10.4%,
as compared to the fourth quarter
of 2015/16. During the reporting year,
Bunnings opened 18 new trading
locations in total, consisting of nine
warehouses, eight small stores, and
one trade centre.
BUKI reported revenue of $2072
million (GBP1229 million). This generated a loss of $89 million (GBP54
million). The company reports that
for the fourth quarter of 2016/17 total
sales decreased by 6.8%, with storeon-store (comp) sales down by 4.3%,
as compared to fourth quarter 2015/16.
However, transaction numbers for the
quarter were up by 3.2%.

Wesfarmers Results for FY 2016/17
2016/
2017

Category

2015/
2016

Change

Revenue

68,444.0

65,981.0

3.73%

Earnings Before
Income Tax (EBIT) (excluding write-downs)

4,402.0

3,607.0

22.04%

Net Profit after Tax
(NPAT) (excluding
write-downs)

2,873.0

2,353.0

22.10%

Earnings per share
(EPS) (excluding
write-downs)

$2.55

$2.10

21.58%

AUD millions

Bunnings Results for FY 2016/17
2016/
2017

Category

2015/
2016

Change

Sales Revenue

13,586

11,571

17.41%

EBIT

1,245

1,214

2.55%

Bunnings Combined
Sales Revenue

11,514

10,573

8.90%

EBIT

1,334

1,213

9.98%

Total stores sales
growth

8.9%

11.1%

-2.20%

BUKI opened four Bunnings Warehouse stores during the reporting
period, three in East England and one
in South England. The company also
closed nine Homebase stores, reducing the network size to 251.

Store-on-store (comp)
sales growth

7.3%

8.1%

-0.80%

Revenue

2,072

Total revenue for Bunnings was
$13,586 million, up by 17.4% on the pcp.
EBIT was $1245 million, up by 2.6% on
the pcp. The overall home improvement operations delivered a RoC of
30.3%, down from 33.7% in the pcp.

EBIT

-89

Bunnings ANZ

Bunnings UK & Ireland
AUD millions
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Comments
In his overall remarks on the company’s performance, Mr
Goyder stated:
Bunnings in Australia and New Zealand recorded strong earnings growth of 10% after expensing a number of matters relating to the store network. Homebase’s trading performance in
the UK and Ireland was affected by the pace of repositioning
the business. Pleasingly, the four Bunnings pilot stores opened
during the year have been trading well as has the fifth, just
recently opened.
We continue to be excited about the opportunity in the UK
and Ireland, albeit trading in the Homebase stores is weaker
than we would like. We are strengthening the team and working hard to make this a good investment over time.

BANZ
In his comments on BANZ, Mr Schneider began by highlighting the retailer’s progress in light trade sales:
Sales growth was strong in both our consumer and commercial segments, with very strong performance among our light
commercial segments, reflecting the good work that’s gone
into product innovation and offerings relevant to the various
trade segments we serve as well as improved pricing in digital
engagement.
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The subject of trade sales came up later in his remarks as
well:
Our engagement of light trades as well as deeper relationships with larger builders ensures we’re well-positioned to
meet the needs of this sector of the market.
Mr Schneider also highlighted some of the extensive work
that has been undertaken to significantly upgrade the existing store network:
The images on the bottom of this slide show the demolition
work underway at Caringbah
and an illustration of our new
warehouse, which gives a
sense of the scale of these sort
of projects. As we continue to
develop our network, it’s likely
that similar scale developments
will become a feature of our
network planning.
In the formal accounting
documents accompanying
Wesfarmers 4e report, it was
mentioned that one negative
offset to the good earnings
growth was:
...higher store closure provisions within BANZ’s trading
results, arising from the agreement with Home Consortium
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for new sites, together with additional writedowns in the
second half related to future network changes and in-store
display assets.
Further investment in store upgrades and category refresh
works was supported by a disciplined capital expenditure
program.

In his remarks, Mr Schneider also said:
Of note is our expectation that we’ll be able to finalise our
lease arrangements with the Home Consortium later this year,
which will enable us to develop the remaining Masters sites
that we’ve indicated we’ll move into during the second half.
This will also see an increase in capital expenditure this year.
The formal documents stated:
Access to the majority of the former Masters sites remains dependent on the outcome of the valuation process between the
two joint venture partners. In the meantime, agreements have
been reached with landlords of two stores and conversions are
well progressed.
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Taken together, these remarks may indicate two things.
The first is that Bunnings’ expansion plans for the near
future may be more concentrated on improving its existing
store network, rather than in further geographic expansion.
It is possible that, having had the opportunity to examine
the higher amenity warehouse stores that Masters built, it
may incorporate many of those features into its own future
builds. That benefits consumer, of course, but it also benefits
Bunnings staff. (Some of the older warehouses are not pleasant places to work in at the dead of winter or the height of
summer.)
Secondly, there may also be a hint here that Bunnings is
increasing its efforts in the
trade area to some extent.
With some of the turmoil generated by the acquisition of
the Home Timber and Hardware Group by Metcash, and
some significant independent
hardware store closures over
the past six months, Bunnings
may see room for expansion.
Of course, it is also necessary to issue the usual Bunnings warnings: objects that
appear in the mirror of the
results announcement may
be obscuring other strategies
directly behind them. For
example, Mr Schneider made
no mention of a pending deal
with GWA Group.
• Continued pg 29
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The maps of these two pages show the geographic distribution of Bunnings retail stores over specific areas. Bunnings stores are represented
by red markers. Green markers refer to newly constructed stores, and
stores in an advanced stage of planning.
Overall, most of the new building could be classified as either “urban
infill”, or the replacement of older Bunnings Warehouses with new,
improved versions. The exception is in Victoria, where the company
has continued its activity in placing Bunnings Warehouses in central
regional locations.
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• Continued from pg 26

This was mentioned in that company’s results announcement by its CEO, Tim Salt:
Finally, an area where we haven’t been as focused and we’re
starting to wake up to the opportunity, is in assisted living,
which some people call age care, but that’s an area that
Bunnings are certainly themselves looking to drive harder and
we’re partnering with them very strongly now to create growth
opportunities both for us and for them in that space.

BUKI
It is hardly surprising that BUKI attracted a good deal of
attention from analysts. Mr Schneider laid out a staunch
defence of its operations and future prospects. He began by
outlining those areas where BUKI had suffered setbacks:
Trading during the year was impacted by price deflation
following the introduction of Every Day Low Pricing across the
Homebase business as well as lower volumes of high-value
kitchen and bathroom sales as those categories were significantly repositioned away from an installation and in-home
services model.
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He went on to outline what BUKI was doing to mitigate
these problems:
Our new range of kitchens is now in all pilot stores. A
refresh and relaunch of this offer across the Homebase
network is now underway. Whilst we are pleased with the
new offer, we are conscious it will take some time to get
traction with customers as they have become very used to
a promotion-driven installation model across the market.
Expansion plans, according to Mr Schneider, include
up to 20 Bunnings stores in the UK by the end of calendar 2017.
Our aim is to end this calendar
year with between 15 and 20
Bunnings stores open or near
completion. These will give us
some important benchmarks to
trading patterns and customer
participation across the northern winter. As we’ve always said,
further investment is predicated
on successful pilots. Proof of
concept is a very big area of
focus for the business in the
year ahead.
He concluded by admitting
to the difficulties BUKI faces,
but reiterated that this is a
long-term project.
I expect trading to remain challenging for Homebase at least
in the short-term as customers
continue to adjust to the new
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During his presentation,
Michale Schneider called
out the replacement
Bunnings build in
Caringbah, NSW as an
example of the scale and
complexity of some of
the company’s replacement building activity.
Top image is from that
presentation. Bottom
image is from planning
documents for the site.
This shows the two
levels of store space,
and the two levels of
parking underneath. The
original 6,200 square
metre building is being
replaced by one offering
15,600 square metres of
floor space.

offer. In addition, until we reach sufficient scale with the roll out
of the Bunnings format, business performance will continue
to be negatively affected by disproportionate non-operating
costs and disruptions associated with the new store openings.
As I said before, this is a significant long-term transformation
project and PJ [Davis], the team and I are committed to driving
the agenda hard in the year ahead

Respected analyst David Errington of Merrill Lynch picked
up on some of these points in his questions:
On BUKI, one of the most concerning things I’ve heard on this
call was Mike saying that you’re trying to convert UK customers
to a non-promotional offer.
Now you’ve lost a lot of money in this business this year. You
lost – the biggest trading period, you’ve lost nearly $30 million,
and that’s your best trading period. And you’re going to try to
convert a market. Now most of us who have covered whether
it be wine companies or the UK retail is the whole UK market is
a promotional market, that’s what the UK customers are based
– that’s what they deal on, whether it’s BOGOFs [buy one get
one free] or whatever it might be.
You’re going to try to convert the market to being non-promotional. That, to me, is a real worry, and I’d like to hear why you
think that strategy is going to be successful going forward.
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Mr Schneider responded to this criticism by saying in part:
We’re seeing from the first five pilot stores that have been
opened that when you’re really clear on what EDLP is and you
really strive to create breathtaking value for customers, they
trust it and they shop with the store. So we’re seeing that in the
transaction sales [going] up ... in the pilot stores.
He went on to agree that EDLP was “no silver bullet”, but
said this was only part of the developments at BUKI:
The other thing that we’ve got is a whole lot of work happening now around different types of marketing collateral, both
traditional and digital, to engage customers in the Homebase business. It’s going to
be a long slog, but certainly
from what we’re seeing in the
way we’ve established the
Bunnings pilots that they’re
performing well on an EDLP
basis.
Mr Errington responded
with an acute point:
But what’s the worry, Mike,
[is] that the Homebase stores,
which is the bulk of the
priority – the 260 Homebase
stores that you’re converting
to being non-promotional.
What’s the risk that they turn
into a real disaster?
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Slide from the original
presentation on the
Homebase acquisition.
The sale and EBIT numbers don’t look so bad,
now the same stores are
loss making.

Mr Schneider agreed that there was a risk, but sees it as
being offset:
Well, I guess there is a risk. I think the challenge that the team
have got in front of them and the work that we’re doing is all
about positioning the stores as a core home improvement
and garden offer, and that’s one of the big things that’s sort of
underestimated, I guess, in seeing the transition... It will take
time for customers, irrespective of the pricing framework, to
actually understand what those stores are there for, because
that market’s grown up with that business being something
different.

Analysis
For what was a relatively tough year through at least three
of its quarters, the results from BANZ are quite good. Not
only did weather play a role in decreasing sales, but there was
also, nearly a year ago, a high level of discount sales activity
coming from the closing Masters stores.
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If there remains an open question around Bunnings’ future, it involves the company’s commitment to digital, online
engagement. While there has been something of a dismissal
in the past of the potential effect the entry of Amazon could
have on the home improvement industry in Australia, it is
worth noting that analysts this year have been sounding a
note of caution about home improvement retailers The Home
Depot and Lowe’s Companies as regards competition coming
from the biggest online retailer in the world.
This has been partly fuelled by Amazon’s
move into selling larger home appliances
sourced from Sears, but the greater point
is that much of what Amazon currently
stocks can suck sales away from home
improvement: flashlights, lighting, batteries, light globes and so forth. Certainly,
Amazon is better established in the US, but
The Home Depot is headed for 2017 sales of
USD100 billion and EBIT close to USD15.5
billion, yet is regarded as vulnerable.
However, what has really drawn most
analysts’ attention is the activity at BUKI,
whose success or failure could have consequences for what BANZ does here in
Australia. To understand why analysts
are so concerned, and why the investment
in BUKI — only 8% of total Wesfarmers
capital, according to incoming CEO Rob
Scott — is seen as so critical, it’s a good idea
to look at how the different Wesfarmers
interact, and how this plays into Wesfarmers’ competition with its main rival, Woolworths.
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Amazon’s most popular
power tools for sale in
the US. Interesting that
the list is topped by a
standard DeWalt drill/
driver.

Segment overview
Understanding the interplay between the different activities at Wesfarmers is of particular importance at the moment, as Mr Goyder is set to be replaced by the person who
has managed Wesfarmers’ industrials segment, Mr Scott, at
the company’s annual general meeting in November 2017.
Speaking to a gathering at the Melbourne Business School
in May 2017, Mr Goyder said:
I don’t worry too much about legacy. I’ll walk to the next challenge. Rob [Scott] will change things, and he should change
things.
Mr Goyder went into particular detail about the importance of the Wesfarmers board:
I was lucky. I always had a board that was patient. When I started at Wesfarmers, the board were all farmers, and now I think
I’m the only farmer. There’s a culture of being patient.
This comment is notable, as some analysts have suggested
Mr Scott could be overly influenced by the current chairman of the Wesfarmers’ board, Michael Chaney. Mr Chaney
was managing director of Wesfarmers immediately prior to
Mr Goyder, and he was the primary instigator of setting up
Bunnings, modelled on the US home improvement big box
operator Home Depot.
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There are two areas at Wesfarmers Mr Scott will need to
consider seriously. The first is exactly how a conglomerate
such as Wesfarmers can function most profitably in the modern era. To what extent does each business division remain
in its own operational silo, and to what extent are resources
shared?
The second is how the company manages its ongoing competition with Woolworths. At the moment the two companies
are locked together in a duopolistic struggle over several
retail markets — groceries, liquor and discount fashion —
while, external to this struggle, the overall retail market continues to fragment, due to the entry of overseas competitors,
and increased online competition.
These two areas interact in
interesting ways. In fact, if you
wanted a tagline for this year’s
annual results from Wesfarmers
it might well be “Grant O’Brien
got one thing right”. That one
thing that Mr O’Brien — former
Woolworths CEO and author of
its disastrous rollout of Masters Home Improvement — got
right was that Bunnings posed
a direct threat to Woolworths’
grocery business.
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Three wise men. Left,
outgoing Wesfarmers
CEO, Richard Goyder,
middle, the Wesfarmers
CEO as of November
2017, Rob Scott, and
right, chairman of the
Wesfarmers board, and
the “Godfather” of Bunnings, Michael Chaney.

This year, sales for Woolworths supermarkets in Australia
rose by 4.5%, while EBIT fell by 2.4%. Coles, as mentioned
above, saw EBIT decline by 13.5%. However, this represents
less of a “winning” or “losing” situation, and is more an indication of how aggressive each retailer has become. As the managing director of Coles, John Durkam, put it in his remarks to
analysts:
We saw significant investment from our competitors, combined with a subdued consumer market. In response to these
conditions, we took the deliberate decision to use FY 2017 to
invest in the long-term sustainable growth of the Coles business.
Wesfarmers can accept that kind of decline in Coles earnings as an investment in lower prices and gains in market
share, because it has higher overall earnings, and more diversified depth, than Woolworths. Bunnings is an important
contributor to that.
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It is also worth remembering just exactly how badly
Masters and the mismanagement of its grocery business has
affected Woolworths. Woolworths’ market cap in 2007 was
about $33.3 billion, while Wesfarmers at that time was at $17.7
billion. Allowing for inflation, that would translate into over
$40 billion for Woolworths in today’s dollars, and $22 billion
for Wesfarmers. Today, Woolworths is still at around $33 billion, and Wesfarmers is around $48 billion.
It’s not really possible to make a straight comparison on a
market cap basis over time (due to acquisitions and divestments, in part), but this does give something of a picture of
what Woolworths has lost.
This does not mean, however, that Wesfarmers has “won”,
or even that it is currently winning. Woolworths remains a
strong competitor. The current CEO of Woolworths, Brad
Banducci, appointed 18 months ago to the role, has managed
to move its grocery business in a positive direction. In discount fashion, Woolworths’ Big W retailer remains a disaster, and last year, through a major writedown, Wesfarmers
acknowledged its failure with Target. Both operations could
not be sold in the current market, and neither company can
shut down its fashion retailer, as this would instantly hand
an advantage to their competitor.
The key strategy for Wesfarmers
is to continue to fight what has
become a war of attrition, between
two competitors which are good
at customer retention, but less
good at increasing market share.
Woolworths, in contrast, simply
must innovate, potentially through
increasing vertical integration in
fresh food. That comes at the cost,
though, of a higher risk profile.
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Woolworths (WOW) and
Wesfamers (WES) share
prices on the Australian
Stock Exchange from 1
July 2010 to 30 June
2017. The orange area
indicateds the price difference between WOW,
on the bottom, and WES
on the top.

In this context, for some analysts Wesfarmers’ investment
in BUKI is similar to seeing a long-distance runner sign up for
a 400 metre sprint right before the main race. It’s a distraction, requires capital, and has an uncertain outcome.

BUKI
Wesfarmers’ own point of view is quite different. Far from
being a possibly destabilising development, the BUKI expansion is seen as potentially providing a form of longer-term
stability. The expansion of the Bunnings store network in
Australia in response to the launch of Masters was definitely
an excellent strategic move, but it did open the company up
to further risk in the event of a downturn.
That is because, once a store network has expanded, there
is no simple way to diminish that exposure. While the housing market currently continues to perform well, there is
little doubt that at sometime in the next decade the market
will contract, ceasing to grow at its current accelerated rate.
By expanding overseas to the UK and Ireland, Bunnings is
gaining entry to an economy that is associated with the Australian economy in only a minor way. In the event of a downturn, it could provide a much-needed continuation of growth.
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It is also a matter of timing: if Wesfarmers is to expand
overseas, then late 2016 was a once-in-a-decade (at best)
event. With Bunnings coming directly off a five-year campaign to reduce the impact of Masters, it was over-staffed
with highly competent executives at the peak of their game,
and teams existed which were used to working on aggressive
expansionary tactics.
That said, there is little doubt that Bunnings did underestimate the depth of the task BUKI represented. One part of
that was that Homebase turned out to be, operationally for
Bunnings, in worse shape than thought. The more important
aspect, though, was that Bunnings did not understand how
difficult making the necessary adjustments to a different
culture, and a different market
position, would be.

Kitchens
The place where the need for
this kind of adjustment has become clear was revealed by Mr
Davis during a site visit by investment analysts to Bunnings
UK in mid-March 2017. In a tense
question and answer sessions with
Mr Errington, Mr Davis admitted
that sales in the kitchens and
bathrooms had not performed as
expected. In part Mr Davis said:
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A slide from Woolworths’
fateful Strategy Day
in May 2015. This
illustrates then Masters
managing director Matt
Tyson’s plans for turning
the home improvement
retailer around.

To be fair we didn’t expect to lose the volumes in kitchen and
bathrooms that we did. All right. So some of the strategic
moves and the repositioning of the business have had impacts
that we didn’t project into the future. But we are reestablishing
that right now.
...

Well kitchen and bath [originally] consisted of] five brands.
Some of it is produced in Germany, some of it is produced by
one of our key competitors in this market. Three of the brands
have not come across from HRG [Home Retail Group, former
UK owner of Homebase].

So we are going through a major transition in relation to kitchen and bath. Key principles are that we do not want to support
one of our major competitors, in manufacturing, key principles
are that we want a simple execution. We have closed installation down because we don’t believe that it is key. We believe
that, people will tell you you can’t sell kitchen and bathrooms
unless you install them. We’ll go talk to some other big players in the world that don’t install kitchen and bath, including
ourselves in Australia.

Mr Errington then asked:
But what about in the UK. Do they expect you to install in the
UK?
Mr Davis replied:
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But we had already had a large proportion of our business in
this market that is not installed. What we want to do is to grow
the non-installed part so that... Some of the issues we had
were in remedials. So after a kitchen or bathroom is installed
in someone’s house, prior to us owning the business, we
would’ve had to go back and repair it, and there are a lot of
costs associated and a large team that were going back and
fixing kitchens and bathrooms.

It would seem that BUKI’s solution to the kitchen problem
has been to get its Australian supplier, Kaboodle, to design

The Kingfisher Approach
In contrast to the approach being taken by Bunnings,
which is largely product/price driven, Kingfisher has,
under the guidance of CEO Veronique Laury, taken a
customer-centric approach. The best way to describe
it is that the company is looking for the place where
data and culture intersect.
Ms Laury’s transformation of Kingfisher began with
a year-long study of the company’s markets across
Europe, seeking information on how people were
living their lives, and how they set about improving
their living arrangements.
The diagram at right, which Kingfisher refers to as
the “home improvement ecosystem”, shows the
relationships they uncovered that make doing home
improvement possible for people today. The goal
of the products that Kingfisher is developing is to
enhance interactions within this ecosystem.
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kitchens it thinks are suitable for the DIY UK and Irish markets, with a slight rebranding to “Kit+Kaboodle”. Marketing
for these kitchens has been launched in a brochure and on
the Homebase website.
As far as HNN can tell by looking at the illustrations, these
seem as serviceable as any Kaboodle kitchen. The brochure
goes to great lengths to assert the quality of the products,
including a 10-year warranty, and a “lifetime advantage” extension of the warranty for customers who install kitchens in
their principal place of residence.
The parts of the brochure that deal with the mechanics
of kitchen selection and installation are well done as well,
following the pattern of Kaboodle’s Australian marketing.
However, much of the actual front-of-book display marketing is much less successful. This begins with a rather odd
naming system. Two styles of kitchen are offered, classic and
contemporary. The names for the classic styles are: steamer,
roaster, griddle, poacher and baker. The names for the contemporary styles are glaze, simmer and miller.
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The copy used to describe these kitchens seems less than
entirely professional. This begins with the airy paragraph:
So, we found a way that families can save and still enjoy
designer styling with high-end kitchen features. Imagine a
kitchen designed by you, that comes in a box and is easily put
together. The results? Take a look through our brochure and
see for yourself!
Not great, but not awful. The actual descriptions of the
kitchens are less successful.
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From Kaboodle’s current
UK catalogue, featuring
self-describing kitchens.
This is the “classic”
range’s “griddle” kitchen.

For the “steamer” kitchen:
Steam up a new kitchen in your space with my solid timber
doors! Our Shaker style doors come in natural oak and two
painted finishes – just in case you want to tone me down. My
classic style is adaptable to suit both traditional and modern
style kitchens.
For the “griddle” kitchen:
Try using my light blue country styled doors in your kitchen for
a modern take on traditional. My retro farmhouse look is sure
to steal glances and will bring your space to life. You’ll be able
to cook up a storm in no time!
For the “poacher” kitchen:
I am country, classy and everything in between! My poached
cream doors with stylish grooves are an everlasting look that
won’t date your space. I work wonders with a timber worktop
and plenty of natural light.
(“Poached cream”, as far as HNN can tell, is a form of Polish
moulded custard.)
Leaving aside the pronoun confusion in the first example,
this copy seems to be emulating the text of a first-year reading primer. The marketing merit of conversationally inclined
kitchen cabinets is somewhat questionable. It is not an approach that shows an effective track record elsewhere.
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The contrast with kitchens offered by B&Q is quite strong.
Cooke & Lewis Carisbrooke, Santini, Stonefield, Sandford,
Chilton, and Cooke & Lewis Appleby are names of kitchens
offered by B&Q. The description of the Chilton White Country Style kitchen reads:
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Eager to please, this
kitchen offers the
description: “I am fresh,
timeless and contemporary, making sure I’ll be
a lasting feature in your
space!”

Our Chilton White Country Style kitchen is tastefully traditional with modern updates for that easy, laid-back atmosphere.
White units on white walls are a trend-led feature, anchored by
a darker statement worktop, completing the look.

That is professional copy. Equally, the kitchen images
from Kaboodle are adequate, but the images used by B&Q to
promote its kitchens, to an existing, well-established market,
are more professional, showing people in the kitchens, and
adding key background elements.
As HNN has mentioned above, Kaboodle is generally a
competent company when it comes to marketing, making a
little go a long way. What seems to be happening in this case
is that the company is being called on to manage a very difficult task — essentially the introduction of a new category
of kitchen to a part of the market unfamiliar with the product — with only a very limited budget, limited means, and an
imperfect understanding of the market it is approaching.

Structural problems
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The point of this is not at all to criticise Kaboodle. It’s that
this minor misstep in marketing points to larger possible
problems at BUKI. To really get to the roots of what that
problem may be, it is helpful to go down a theoretical path.
A helpful source is one of the more popular market development books of recent times. Jobs to be Done: Theory to
practice by Anthony Ulwick has been a very influential work,
especially on Clayton Christensen, author of The Innovator’s
Dilemma, which gave us the modern business theory of “disruptive innovation”.
At the centre of the book is the idea that it’s helpful to view
products and services that are introduced to a market as
being “hired” by the potential consumers to “do a job” in their
life. To quote from the book:
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Details are difficult to
find, but this kitchen,
from Homebase’s
website, describes itself
as “pre-assembled”.
This could be a further
development, and an
attempt to bridge the
gap between DIY and
custom fitted kitchens.

Harvard Business School marketing professor Theodore Levitt
said, “People don’t want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They want
a quarter inch hole!” Clayton Christensen said, “People buy
products and services to get a job done”. In his most recent
book he says, “Customers don’t buy products; they pull them
into their life to make progress”.

A core part of this theory looks at how products/services
“win” when introduced to a particular market. Mr Ulwick
suggests this largely comes down to two things: doing things
better and/or doing them more cheaply. This gives rise to the
what Mr Ulwick terms the “Jobs-to-be-Done Growth Strategy
Matrix” shown in Diagram 1.
To explain the strategies outlined in the diagram:
• Differentiated strategy

This is typically where a need is underserved due to difficulties, but technology has intervened to make it possible, at
a price. Think Apple’s iPhone.
• Dominant strategy
This is where current needs of consumers can be better
satisfied at a lower price. UberX, the taxi replacement is a
typical example. (And it does belong here, not under disruption, as it was a full-service replacement for a partial-service
incumbent.) Google Search is another example.
• Disruptive strategy
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This relies on finding overserved customers in a market,
and providing an alternative product that satisfies essential
needs at a reduced price over the incumbents. Modern electric cars fit this category, as they are based on the fact that
while time spent in vehicles has increased (due to congestion), distance has decreased.
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Diagam 1. The Jobs-tobe-Done Growth Strategy
Matrix.

• Discrete strategy

Charging more for less may not seem like a good idea, but
it is common in most economies. It usually takes place where
there is an external constraint in place. Think of popcorn in
movie theatres, or the extra fee charged by non-bank ATMS
for cash withdrawals.
• Sustaining strategy

This is a minor variation in a product or service designed
to offer the prospect of higher gains with little contribution.
Loyalty point programs are a classic example.
There is much more that can be said about all of this, and
Mr Ulwick’s book is a quite complex and complete rendering
of product development and market interaction. The goal of
introducing this theory here is to be able to make this point:
it seems quite clear that BUKI’s vision of itself in the UK and
Irish market is that it is pursuing a dominant strategy. It sees
its products as both costing less than competing products,
and outperforming them.
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BUKI cannot expect to be
in a dominant position, which
means it can only pursue a
disruptive strategy. The focus
needs to be on areas where
BUKI can disrupt existing incumbents, not on domination.
The kitchens are a clear case
of this. The new range of kitchens introduced at BUKI is not
designed to take marketshare
away from other DIY, self-install kitchens. It is there to take
marketshare away from kitchen
suppliers which offer full design
and installation services. It is
a case of offering substantially
less (including a massive transfer of risk), but for a lower price.
Going further into this, it is
also pretty clear where BUKI
has gone wrong with its entire
kitchen and bathroom range.
The original plan for entry into
the UK market was to take
over Homebase, do a minimal
amount of refurbishment and
re-ranging, build the Bunnings
UK pilot stores, and. after a
working format had been developed, roll these out across the
network.
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Subtle touches make
this webpage from
Kingfisher’s B&Q home
improvement retailer
work well. For example,
the laptop on the counter references a recent
trend where kitchens
are a popular place for
teenagers to do their
homework. The benefits
of actual research.

Instead, BUKI made more far-reaching, expansive and
expensive changes to Homebase than planned. It made those
changes without applying any of the market testing and
careful investigation that it is (hopefully) being applied to
the roll-out of Bunnings stores. Many of these changes were
based on market assumptions that are now proven to be incorrect. Hence the effort to change direction at this late stage.
The reality is that while it might be possible to expand the
market for DIY, self-build kitchens in the UK and Irish markets, that is likely to be a task which takes some time, and
requires real expenditure on considered marketing prepared
by a professional marketing agency.
Just because the market for this type of kitchens is larger
in both the US and Australia (as Mr Davis mentioned), it does
not follow that there is some kind of “natural” market in the
UK for this product line. That’s a bit like pointing out that
hotdogs sell really well in the US, so naturally there is a wider
market for them in Australia — or the reverse with Vegemite.
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A kitchen, like food, is a cultural choice, and the purpose
of pilot stores, such as those BUKI is running for Bunnings,
is in part to explore such cultural issues as they affect the
market. What faces BUKI now is that, having refurbished the
Homebase stores, it has to run its cultural experiments with
product ranges in already transformed stores. That will lead
to the re-refurbishment of Homebase, which, especially given
the stores’ planned obsolescence, will (and in a sense already
has) prove to be an expensive undertaking.

Precedents
This approach of entering a new market and attempting to
instantly adopt a dominant, rather than a disruptive strategy,
has some recent history: it’s what Masters did in the Australian market. It tends to lead to a range of other unhelpful
behaviours as well, such as:
• Claims of having done extensive research, but in fact either
using poor research, or the management team ignoring the
research and acting on “gut instinct” instead
• Claims of respecting competitors, but in fact disdaining
them, and not taking the time to understand their business models and insights, despite their evident long-term
survival and success (Masters never acknowledged that
Bunnings were excellent at what they did)
• Overspending on rapid geographic expansion of retail
footprint
• Developing retail outlets based on external principles that
they “just know”, rather than carefully developing them
based on customer feedback
• A belief that scale will solve basic market fit problems
• A marked inability to sit down, review what is going on,
admit to errors, and adopt corrective actions which include a retreat from unprofitable sectors; instead there is a
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multitude of “special circumstances”, excuses, and endless
justification based on how “determined” everyone is, rather
than how proficient they have been (that was the theme
of every Woolworths results announcement from 2014 to
2016)
The concern is that Bunnings could, in the UK, repeat the
mistakes Masters made in Australia. Bunnings began as a disruptive force in the Australian market, and then developed
into not just a dominant force, but the dominant force. It’s as
though having done that once, corporations don’t think they
need do it again.
However, when it comes to two distinct, very different markets, such as the UK and Australia, one market is simply not
influenced by the other market. Bunnings cannot dominate
in the UK — at least not until it has spent the next five years
establishing itself as a successful disruptor.

Conclusion
Despite the above, HNN would like to make it clear that we
do fully expect BUKI to be a success at the end of four or five
years of operations. Both Mr Schneider and Mr Davis are passionate and formidable retailers, with a wealth of experience.
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It is also important that BUKI does succeed. Not just for
Wesfarmers, but also for the long-term prospects of the
Australian economy. What BUKI represents is Australia’s best
alternative to its commodity exports of goods such as iron
ore and coal. This kind of expertise, this ability in the raw,
building access to external markets, will become vital to the
national economy in 10 years. It is a very high value export.
It is also incredibly tough, hard work. What BUKI is doing
is not just working out how to run a business in the UK and
Irish markets, it is really
developing the basic game
plan for how these Australian service/supply industries can enter almost any
foreign market. In this process, the elements of the
game plan are being passed
along to some of Australia’s
best retail executives.
What is needed now, for
BUKI, is both speed and
rigor. Fortunately, Bunnings — and Wesfarmers
— are in many ways industry experts in both those
business elements.
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Three-dimensional planning model for the new
Bunnings to be built in
Brisbane.
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Techtronic Industries
2017 H1 results
The Hong Kong-based, global manufacturer
of power tools, hand tools, and powered floorcare products, Techtronic Industries (TTI) reported good growth for its first half of FY2017
(to 30 June 2017). Overall sales were USD2882
million, up by 7.3% on the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was the first
half of FY2016. (In local currency, sales rose by
8.1%). Gross profit rose by 9.0% on the pcp, to
reach USD1056. Both EBIT and net profit rose
by over 15%, with EBIT at USD233 million, and
net profit up 15.5% on the pcp to come in at
USD204 million.
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TTI has a surprisingly global reach. Its
manufacturing facilities
include the USA, the
Pearl River Delta in
China, and European
facilities. Source: TTI halfyear report.

Overall trends remained positive. Gross margin for the half
rose to 36.6% up from 36.1% in the pcp. While overall sales
increased by 7.3%, the number of employees working for TTI
increased by 2.7%, which the company sees as a measure of
increased productivity.
The growth was led by the strong performance of the company’s power tools division, in particular its construction/
professional trade brand Milwaukee, and its DIY-oriented
brand Ryobi. Overall, the power equipment division saw sales
increase by 11.9% to USD2467 million, with operating profit
coming in at USD232 million, up 25.6% on the pcp. Sales of
Milwaukee grew by 20.1% on the pcp. This included growth
of 19.4% in North America, 22.1% in Europe, the Middle East,
Africa and India, and a lift of 23.0% for rest of world, which
includes Australia, New Zealand and South Korea. Overall,
Ryobi was up 10.4%, and AEG up 9.8% on the pcp.
However, TTI’s floorcare division, which includes the North
American operations of Hoover, Vax in Europe, Dirt Devil and
premium brand Oreck continues to struggle. Sales declined
by 13.8%, and operating profit fell from USD16 million in the
pcp to USD1 million in the reported half year.

CEO Joe Galli’s presentation
46

The CEO of TTI, Joe Galli, delivered an enthusiastic summary of the company’s progress during the half to Hong
Kong-based investment analysts. Mr Galli made a series of
points during this presentation:
• the success of the Milwaukee brand, and how this validates
the company’s geographical growth strategy;
• a comparison between TTI’s success and that of Stanley
Black & Decker, with its new FLEXvolt range;
• the ongoing expansion of the Ryobi DIY brand, especially
in outdoor power equipment;
• the ongoing expansion of the Milwaukee brand, especially
in 12-volt “Fuel” products; and
• the transition which the floorcare division is going
through, as its market converts from corded products to
cordless products.
Notably absent from the presentation was any mention
— beyond one — of the company’s One-Key networked tool
product.

Milwaukee’s success
Mr Galli went to some lengths to communicate the success
of Milwaukee and other divisions as being something more
than a single-year uptick. His initial comment on the success
was:
That 20% is an exciting [growth] number on a small base, but
when you have a significant base, which we now do in Milwaukee, 20% is not so easy to generate. And yet we are committed
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TTI 2017 H1 results
• Sales overall for TTI rose by 7.3%
to hit USD2686 million.
• Sales for its power tool division rose by 11.9%, coming in at
USD2467. Sales and operating
profit both fell for TTI’s floorcare division.
• Sales of Milwaukee products
were up over 20%. Europe
performed strongly, with a
22.1% increase in sales, beating
the increase in North America,
which was 19.4%. Rest of world,
including Australia, rose by 23%.
• Ryobi sales increased by 10.4%,
and AEG sales rose by 9.8%.
• The company’s CEO, Joe Galli,
said that the sales success of
competitor Stanley Black &
Decker’s FLEXvolt system were
not of concern, as sales at Milwaukee had actually increased
since its release.
• Both Milwaukee and Ryobi
are continuing to expand their
product lines.
• Milwaukee is moving into a
number of new categories,
including modular tool storage
and personal lighting systems. It
is also expanding its range of 12volt Fuel cordless and brushless
motor tools.
• Mr Galli predicts that Ryobi
outdoor power equipment, especially cordless mowers, will grow
at a rapid rate over the next
several years.
• Mr Galli said the difficulties in
the floorcare division had TTI
management’s attention. He
said they were largely caused by
the transition in floorcare from
corded to cordless products.

to a 20% growth level on Milwaukee this year, the next five
years, I don’t think we have even scratched the surface yet in
terms of the long-term potential of this vast cordless, industrial
market that we are developing with our technology and our
new products.

He returned to this issue in his closing remarks:
In summary, if you think about what we just shared with you,
yes the results are great for the first half, but ... there is no
anomaly there, we have built a new product machine at TTI,
focused on global leadership in cordless. This will yield, we
believe, year after year, after year, of outstanding sales growth
and financial results. I think you are seeing that trend consistently from us, and I have never felt more confident about the
company’s momentum towards the future.
Discussing regional results for the company, Mr Galli said:
We were able to grow our power equipment business in all
regions. Actually, when North America has the slowest level
of growth, you know that our geographic expansion efforts
are gaining great traction. I was really excited about how our
European team performed in the first half. And, of course, rest
of world means Australia, New Zealand and South Korea, and
those numbers are exciting as well.
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In terms of the good results for Milwaukee, he said:
The geographic performance of Milwaukee is also a highlight.
Again, North America up almost 20%. I was really proud of our
European team. The European theatre is a tough environment.
And yet throughout Western Europe, actually Eastern Europe,
including Poland and Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovenia, Bulgaria, RomaTTI results for FY 2017 first half
nia, etc., these Eastern European
countries are really selling Milwaukee
like crazy. And of course once again,
2017
2016
Category
rest of world, where we are growing
first half
first half Change
at rates that are unprecedented. It is
very exciting where this is all going to
Sales Revenue
2,882
2,686
7.30%
lead.
Gross margin
1,056
969
8.98%
Mr Galli said that TTI’s approach
Earnings before
to geographic expansion was really
233
201
15.92%
interest & taxation
paying off.
(EBIT)
We don’t worry about macroecoNet earnings
204
177
15.25%
nomic issues beyond our control. Or
political issues that are brewing in
various parts the world. What we worry about, is things that we can control.
New product development, hiring
outstanding people, motivating our
team, having a disciplined strategy
that we focus on relentlessly. We have
a geographic expansion program,
that is not based on headlines, on
geographic regions, but very specific
countries, specific attacks in markets,
where, like in South Korea, or like in

Sales Rest of
World (including
Australia)

235

197

19.29%

USD millions

TTI Power Tools division
Ryobi
Growth

Milwaukee
Growth

10.4%

20.1%
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AEG
Total
Growth Revenue
(USD
millons)
9.8%

2467

Total
Growth
11.9%

Total
Growth
Local
Currency
12.5%

Australia, we have focused and attacked with our strategy and
we have achieved great results.

TTI vs Stanley Black & Decker
The success that Stanley Black & Decker’s (SBD) DeWalt
construction/professional trade power tool line has had with
its FLEXvolt system, was something that Mr Galli chose to
deal with in an almost direct way. He suggested that while
SBD was having success with its product launch, the two
companies were really operating in quite different markets.
You know, a lot of investors have asked me about a new, flexible voltage launched by our largest competitor. I have been
answering these questions for nine months. And it is interesting, that since our competitor launched this flexible voltage
cordless system, our growth rate in Milwaukee cordless and
Ryobi cordless have increased. So, while our competitor is
doing great with their program, I’m sure, we are doing even
better than we were before they launched. So, I think it is obvious that there is going to be no slowdown in Milwaukee, or
Ryobi cordless growth, based on competitive actions.
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He also sought to contextualise the success that SBD has
had.
Now in the first half, our largest competitor actually reported
impressive results, in fact our largest competitor announced
that their organic growth for the last six months of 2017 for
their tool and storage business, which is comparable to our
power equipment business, they were up 7.1% in the first
half. And we were impressed with that. That shows good
performance. Certainly our competitor trumpeted that as an
outstanding performance. Except that, we were up 12.5%. Of
course, Milwaukee is up 21.5%, but if you take Milwaukee out,
our DIY brand was up 10.4%. That is organic growth. Even the
tactical AEG brand was up almost 10%. So, while our competitor is doing well, you can see that there is nobody taking any
market share from TTI.

Ryobi expansion
Mr Galli pointed out the importance
that the Ryobi brand has achieved.
The Ryobi brand has become the most
common brand in the world for DIY
tools. This is an amazing statement. You
know there was a brand called Black &
Decker, it is a company I worked at for
19 years. It was number one in the world,
for 80 years. For Ryobi to overtake the
former leader, and to become the number one DIY brand in the world, is pretty
special. The interesting thing is that not
only are we number one, but we are
outgrowing any other DIY brand in the
world, and it is because of this amazing
flow of cordless products.
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The Ryobi Cooling
Cooler not only keeps
beverages cool, but also,
powered by an 18-volt
battery, provides a
cooled air flow.

Mr Galli went on to outline some of the more innovative
tools being launched by Ryobi through the remaining half of
TTI’s FY2017. Among the more intriguing is a drinks cooler,
which can double, through cordless technology as a room
cooler as well. (On the following pages the entire transcript
of Mr Galli’s presentation is given, including more details of
new products.)
Mr Galli spent considerable time pointing out Ryobi’s position in outdoor power equipment. One of the star products
that Ryobi launched earlier in the year was a ride-on electric
mower.
One of the most exciting developments at Ryobi and TTI
over the past six months has been the category of cordless
mowing. Not only have we pioneered the first ever DIY level,
value-priced cordless riding mower — it costs USD2499 — we
sold completely out of these last year. We intend to grow, we
will probably triple our sales on this device next year, and we
are just getting started adapting our unique technology to
applications like this riding mower. So this is exciting, this is
the flagship of the Ryobi brand.
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He said that the success of Ryobi in outdoor equipment
was partly down to its ongoing use of the same battery system everywhere.
When you walk into a Home Depot, no matter if you buy a drill,
or a string trimmer or a chainsaw, doesn’t matter, we serve that
DIYer with the same Ryobi One+ battery. This is one of the reasons why we have been so wildly successful with this program.
In particular Mr Galli pointed to the success and potential
of the move from petrol to cordless electric lawn mowers.
However what may be the most exciting development over the
past six months is the unbelievable stampede that is going on
from petrol mowers, which have been around for a long time,
to the Ryobi cordless mowers system. If you think about it, as
exciting as cordless is in power tools, when you switch someone from a cord to cordless, it is,
there is an even more obvious
benefit to switching from petrol
outdoor products, to a cordless
product.
So, for example, a petrol mower
has a pull cord that you have to
pull, which is a challenging and
frustrating process just to start
the product. Then you have the
issue of the fumes, because this
is a petrol-burning engine. The
fumes, of course, are not great
for the environment, or that great
for the user either. Of course with
cordless, there are no fumes.
Then you have heat, the petrol
engine gets very hot, there is no
heat in cordless. Then you have
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The Ryobi 48-Volt Riding
Mower costs under
USD2500, and provides
two hours of run-time.
It is equipped with LED
Headlights, USB Phone
Charger and Cruise
Control features.

the noise. Our cordless mowers are one third the decibel level
that you have with petrol mowers. Then you have the annual
trip to the lawnmower shop to have these tuned up, replace
the spark plugs, clean the carburettor. You have none of that
with cordless.

And don’t forget, the petrol supplied by people such as Exxon,
we don’t get any of that revenue. But on the cordless mower,
we sell the batteries. So the aftermarket we have for the power
source, is a revenue stream that most investors have not yet
even thought about.

We were able to sell four times more mowers than our original
forecast last year. I should say rather for the first half of this
year. Four times more. Now you say, well, wait a minute, maybe
the base was small. The base was not too small. But wait until
you see what the base is next year. This may well be the fastest
growing new business area in all of TTI over the next five years.

Milwaukee expansion
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Mr Galli was very upbeat about Milwaukee, and particularly what he sees as its future potential.
Yeah, we grew 22% in the first half, however I think that investors continue to underestimate the long-term potential of Milwaukee. We have just begun here, we are just getting started,
in converting the global industrial market to cordless. We are
leading the charge, our competitors are also doing a good
job, a rising tide will lift all boats, but I can assure you we are
committed to being the global leader in industrial cordless,
Milwaukee will be number one, as we implement our strategy.
In particular, Mr Galli sees potential in Milwaukee’s line of
12-volt Fuel tools.
First of all we have two platforms in Milwaukee. We have 18volt, and we have subcompact 12-volt. I have been in the power tool business since 1980, and the most important launch
in the history of our industry, is Milwaukee Fuel. The reason is,
this is a revolutionary platform, with a unique battery, a unique
motor, and unique onboard electronics. The electronics are
the key to everything in cordless. We are so far ahead here
that we believe we are still three
years ahead of our competitor in
terms of Milwaukee Fuel.
So the Milwaukee Fuel range is
set to expand a lot. This year and
over the next six months we will
roll out a whole new family of impact wrenches. These are heavy
duty, heavy torque wrenches for
driving lag bolts for infrastructure, bridge construction, tunnels
etc. There is also a version for the
automotive market. Every auto
dealership in the world, every
auto repair shop in the world will
shift from pneumatic to cordless — in our opinion — in some
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Milwaukee’s modular
tool storage system,
Packout, capitises on the
brand’s reach by providing expandible storage
for its tool systems.

degree, and we will lead that charge.

He also made mention of Milwaukee’s expansion into two
new businesses. One is personal lighting, which is the kind
used by coal miners, contractors, farmers and DIYers around
the house. The other business is storage. Milwaukee has developed a modular system of interlocking components, which
it has named “Packout”.
We have competitors that classify storage as something so
important that they actually name the entire business segment “storage”. So, we intend to participate aggressively in
the storage arena. This system is called “Packout”, we rolled
this out last month. This Packout is a revolutionary interlocking
system, that is indestructible, it is convenient because you can
interlock hundreds of different of storage devices eventually
into the system, and you will be able to attach radios and lights
and fans also to things.
We think we are going to sell so many tools to our users, that
they are going to want to store our tools in our storage solutions. And this is a good example that. Do not underestimate
the long-term impact of storage. Every single user we sell to,
has to store their tools.
Mr Galli also reiterated TTI’s commitment to building
the Milwaukee handtools business. Among other products
launched recently is a new set of 29 screwdrivers, featuring
ergonomic handles.
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AEG
While Mr Galli made only passing mention of AEG, the
report documents mentioned that the division had launched
“impact-rated bits” and that these had gained acceptance,
creating potential for future growth.

Floorcare
Mr Galli admitted that TTI was not at all pleased with
the results of its floorcare division for the reporting half —
though he did mention that an exit from a shredder business
had contributed to its fall in
earnings. What he did share
with the investment analysts
at the presentation is that TTI
has a much broader vision of
its floorcare business, one that
includes and intersects with its
other cordless products.
You have to remember when you
look at our results, that floorcare
is not just Hoover, Vax, Orick and
Dirt Devil, it is also Milwaukee
and Ryobi. In fact, these floor
care products used to clean the
surfaces of job sites and DIY
areas and even around the home,
these floorcare products in every
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The Ridgid Brushless
18V Cordless Compressor helps make legacy
pneumatic tools more
portable. The unit can
run off either 1 or 2
Ridgid 18-volt batteries.
It provides enough compression to drive up to
1,200 nails per charge.

single case are smash successes in our cordless family. Because we have so many people in our cordless systems, in
both Ryobi and Milwaukee, that we have a presold line of floor
care.
So anytime that we roll anything out in these two battery
platforms there are legions of loyal customers that will buy
our floorcare, because they have the battery. And that means
yes, they won’t buy Dyson, won’t buy Shark or any of the other
competitors. In many cases they will go right to the power tool
brand, which are really no longer power tool brands, these are
broad power equipment brands, including cleaning devices
for floors.

Analysis
The new shape of competition in the power tool industry
as we head towards 2020 is beginning to become clearer. In
terms of how this plays out between TTI and SBD, it looks
like the latter is willing to offer products across a very wide
range of platforms — Black & Decker, Porter Cable, Stanley,
Stanley FatMax, and now two DeWalts, normal and FLEXvolt.
To this is it now adding the Craftsman tools acquired recently
from US retailer Sears.
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TTI has chosen to stick with a quite narrow range of product lines, with the majority of its products using 18-volt and
12-volt Milwaukee batteries, and 18-volt Ryobi batteries. (Added to this are the 40-volt Ryobi batteries for outdoor power
equipment, and an underdeveloped Ryobi 12-volt line as well.
Then there are AEG/Ridgid batteries, but these are largely
derivative of the other brands.)
In broad terms, SBD is relying on professional trades and
construction contractors being willing to buy duplicate systems. FLEXvolt was a very clever move not just from a technical standpoint, but also from a marketing one. What it offers
is an apparent half-compatibility (you can use FLEXvolt 54volt batteries on DeWalt18-volt tools, but not 18-volt batteries
on FLEXvolt tools). The reality is that anyone using FLEXvolt
and standard 18-volt will be forced to buy duplicate systems
in terms of both batteries and chargers.
This kind of marketing relies on the development of “must
have” tools for specialities. The very powerful FLEXvolt tools
meet the specific needs of (for example) trades
currently having to tote around large mitre and
table saws with all the supporting infrastructure, such as generators or extension leads.
Milwaukee, by contrast, is relying on their
common battery systems to “pre-sell” a wide
range of products, by making it easy to go on
adding “skins” to a system where the costs of
the battery chargers and batteries can be easily
spread out over multiple uses.
In the DIY and domestic outdoor power equip-
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Milwaukee is expanding
into “personal lighting”.
This includes a small LED
floodlights, flashlights,
and helmet-mount
headlamps.

ment categories, SBD seems to be still developing a strategy,
though no doubt the acquisition of the Sears tool business
plays directly into that. Meanwhile, TTI’s core strategy of single battery platforms plays very well domestically, and could
give it an edge in that market.
As HNN analysis suggested nearly two years ago, it seems
likely that TTI’s longer term plans include some kind of
gradual fusion between floorcare and DIY battery systems.
One of the interesting omissions from Mr Galli’s remarks was
any mention of floor vacuuming robots. At a previous results
presentation he provided a subtle comment that the real
difficulty with these cleaning robots is getting the cleaning
suction to work effectively.
The other potential product in the works, designed along
similar principles, would be a lawn maintenance robot. Bosch
has done very well with scaled-down versions of these in
Europe, where it turned out the real market was not for people with big lawns, but for those with small lawns for whom
lawn care could be a real annoyance.
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In terms of connected tools, which TTI’s Milwaukee pioneered with its One-Key system, as HNN has suggested in the
past, TTI could be on a tick-tock-tock development schedule,
where real innovations appear only every third year. One-Key
was originally launched in mid-2015, which means that the
system could be due for an update in the middle of 2018. One
indication it may be headed in that direction is that sources
inform us that the One-Key team, which is entirely based in
Brookfield, Wisconsin, doubled from June 2016 to June 2017.
As we have intimated in the past, it is quite possible a new
system could make the switch from Bluetooth to WiFi, using
some kind of mesh network, where each One-Key tool helped
to spread and link the existing WiFi signal. This would mean
that tools could be “seen” and even controlled without the
intermediation of a Bluetooth-equipped smartphone.
SBD have evidently caught on to this possibility, and have
released information about a prototype “ruggedised” mesh
network WiFi router for the construction jobsite. The emphasis from SBD is on providing general connectivity for construction workers, rather than tool-to-tool communications.
If Milwaukee does manage to move into full-scale WiFi in
a mesh network linking tools, it could effectively catch both
SBD and Bosch (which has developed its own connected tool
platform) flat-footed. As both those competing companies only recently completed
development of their Bluetooth systems,
they would be unprepared to disrupt their
own products and move to a more advanced system quickly.
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Empire levels is another
TTI tool division that
did not get a specific
mention. The division
continues to innovate
in levels, introducing
a range that provides
high visibility through
illumination for low-light
areas.
Levels could provide a
big boost to connected
tools. Sensors could be
placed on a building
during construction, enabling builders to know
when stress has caused
parts of a building to
move out of true.
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TTI 2017 H1
results presentation
The CEO of global power tool and floorcare
manufacturer Techtronic Industries Group, Joe Galli,
presented the company’s results for the first half
of FY2017 in Hong Kong on 17 August 2017.
Following is a transcript of his presentation,
edited for the sake of clarity.
It is a pleasure to share with you record
breaking results once again. Sales in local
currency were actually up over 8% for the
first six months. That reflects our ongoing
guidance of growing strongly at a single digit.
The Milwaukee growth engine was up again,
over 20%. Our power tool equipment segment
demonstrated outstanding growth and momentum. In the first half it was up 12.5%. I
will share more detail with you in a moment
about that. There are some fantastic highlights that made up that extraordinary level
of growth.
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Above, Joe Galli, left,
being interviewed on
Bloomberg Asia TV
regarding the results.
Mr Galli admirably
keeps his cool while
Bloomberg tries to
extract comments on the
current US Administration.
The full interview can be
viewed on TTI Group’s
website at:
goo.gl/ZWTysg
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Floor care down 12%. That number obfuscates
a bit the momentum and the progress we are
making in floor care. First of all we exited our
shredder business which we were in last year.
That was a significant business that we dropped
completely.
Secondly, the floor care cordless stick-vac
market, stick-vac business for TTI in a number
of different brands was actually up over 50%
in the first half. So our cordless floorcare focus
area is growing like crazy. Of course the corded,
the traditional legacy business, which was a
big part of our floor care business in the past,
is down sharply, and will continue to decline.
The good news is that our cordless growth will
overwhelm that. We have a bright future in our
floor care business as you will see in the coming
years.
We were very excited about our first-half performance in gross margin. We were up another
50 basis points this year, which continues an
extraordinary trend. Really it is a record-breaking trend. Our EBIT is up 15% on sales growth
of 7.3%. That is after currency. This shows
outstanding leverage. We actually maintained
SG&A at a flat level, although we are investing
like crazy in research and development on new
products, which you will see in a moment, we
still were able to generate excellent leverage.
EBIT growth up over 15% is something we were
excited about.
Gross margin as we pointed out was up 50
basis points over last year first-half. This is
encouraging. But when you look back for a
moment on what we have been sharing with
you for the past nine years, we have actually
increased our gross margin as a percentage
of sales over nine consecutive years from the
31.5% starting point in 2008, to this year’s 36.6%.
This is a track record that we are proud of. I can
assure you that this trend will continue over
the next five years. We have so much high-margin, accretive new product on the way that we
believe we can continue to drive gross margin
to higher and higher levels, which will generate
increased EBIT percentages as we go forward.
One of the basic productivity measurements
we always use, is sales growth versus headcount, once again we grew sales 8% in change,
while headcount grew by 2.7%. So, with all
the investments we are making in geographic
expansion, around the globe, with all the money,
and all the heads we are pouring into research
and development, and product management, to
generate this kind of productivity and leverage
in headcount is encouraging. I am very pleased
with our team’s disciplined performance in
controlling these expenses.
We were able to grow our power equipment
business in all regions. Actually, when North
America has the slowest level of growth, you
know that our geographic expansion efforts are

gaining great traction. I was really excited about
how our European team performed in the first
half. And, of course, rest of world means Australia, New Zealand and South Korea, and those
numbers are exciting as well.
And then, when you shift gears and look at
only Milwaukee, Milwaukee was once again up
over 20% in the first half of 2017. That 20% is
an exciting number on a small base, but when
you have a significant base, which we now do in
Milwaukee, 20% is not so easy to generate. And
yet we are committed to a 20% growth level on
Milwaukee this year, the next five years. I don’t
think we have even scratched the surface yet
in terms of the long-term potential of this vast
cordless, industrial market that we are developing with our technology and our new products.
You know, the geographic performance of
Milwaukee is also a highlight. Again, North
America up almost 20%. I was really proud of
our European team. The European theatre is a
tough environment. And yet throughout Western Europe, actually Eastern Europe, including
Poland and Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Bulgaria, Romania, etc., these Eastern European
countries are really selling Milwaukee like crazy.
And of course once again, rest of world means
Australia New Zealand and South Korea,
where we are growing
at rates that are unprecedented. It is very
exciting where this is
all going to lead.
Now in the first
half, our largest
competitor actually
reported impressive
results, in fact our
largest competitor
announced that their
organic growth for
the last six months
of 2017 for their tool
and storage business,
which is comparable
to our power equipment business, they
were up 7.1% in the
first half. And we
were impressed with
that. That shows good
performance. Certainly our competitor
trumpeted that as an
outstanding performance. Except that,
we were up 12.5%. Of
course, Milwaukee is
up 21.5%, but if you
take Milwaukee out,
The Vax Blade 32V Cordless Vacuum Cleaner is a premium
our DIY brand was up
bagless vacuum cleaner with a RRP of GBP299 in the UK.
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10.4%. That is organic growth. Even the tactical
AEG brand was up almost 10%. So, while our
competitor is doing well, you can see that there
is nobody taking any market share from TTI.
And I can tell you that there will be nothing but
a continuation of this kind of trend, over the
next five years with the new product flow that
we have on the way.
There is one other interesting thing. You know,
a lot of investors have asked me about a new,
flexible voltage launched by our largest competitor. I have been answering these questions
for nine months. And it is interesting, that since
our competitor launched this flexible voltage
cordless system, our growth rate in Milwaukee
cordless and Ryobi cordless have increased. So,
while our competitor are doing great with their
program, I’m sure, we are doing even better than
we were before they launched. So, I think it is
obvious that there is going to be no slowdown
in Milwaukee, or Ryobi cordless growth, based
on competitive actions.
This is an example of our strategy at TTI. We
don’t worry about what our competition is
doing. We don’t worry about macro economic issues beyond our control. Or political issues that
are brewing in various parts the world. What
we worry about, is things that we can control.
New product development, hiring outstanding
people, motivating our team, having a disciplined strategy that we focus on relentlessly. We
have a geographic expansion program, that is
not based on headlines, on geographic regions,
but very specific countries, specific attacks in
markets, where, like in South Korea, or like in
Australia, we have focused and attacked with
our strategy and we have achieved great results.
So, our competitors are doing a fine job, and
we respect them. But we don’t react to them,
and I can assure you that we intend at TTI to, of
course outperform our competitors for many,
many years to come.

Ryobi
Let me show you why I feel so confident. First
of all the Ryobi brand, the Ryobi brand has
become the most common brand in the world
for DIY tools. This is an amazing statement. You
know there was a brand called Black & Decker,
it is a company I worked at for 19 years. It was
number one in the world, for 80 years. For Ryobi
to overtake the former leader, and to become
the number one DIY brand in the world, is pretty special. The interesting thing is that not only
are we number one, but we are outgrowing any
other DIY brand in the world, and it is because
of this amazing flow of cordless products.
It is really the same strategy at Milwaukee and
Ryobi. Ryobi One+ is now the number one brand
of cordless tools in the world, and although we
have over 100 One+ tools already, we are about

to launch more in the next six months
than at any former period in our company’s history. So we have a new mitre
saw, for Ryobi One+, that is the first ever
cordless DIY mitre saw that performs like
a corded tool.
We have a new brushless motor cordless
angle grinder, same technology as we use
with Milwaukee. We were able to adapt
it at the right price point for our Ryobi
family, and with brushless of course you
get more power, less weight. This thing
will actually outperform a corded version
of the same tool. Same with the brushless
motor cordless Ryobi circular saw, this is
a cordless circular saw that is lighter than
corded, and will actually cut faster and
more accurately than the corded DIY saws
with which we compete.
Then we have the metal shears, brandnew category, and then we have the pin
nailer, brand-new category, then we have
our second drain cleaning product. This
drain cleaning is a technology that we
have pioneered, in Milwaukee. The Ryobi
team not wanting to be outdone, also
wanted to have a DIY version of drain
cleaning. The first one that we launched
last year sold so well, that now we have a
step-up drain cleaner in our DIY line.
This is a Ryobi cordless bolt cutter. Yes, a
bolt cutter instead of using a manual bolt
cutter you can now buy one of these devices. You can cut chains, you can cut rebar,
and for the burglar, of course, it is a perfect
choice. Now we don’t have a lot of control
of these things! We just make the products.
This is a fascinating product. This is a
cooling cooler. So in warm climates we
have a Ryobi cooler. You pack it with ice,
your favourite beverage. And when you
fire this up, it actually is an air-conditioner for the jobsite. So believe me, the
contractor loves to stand in front of the
cooler, not to only to enjoy the beverage
now, but also to enjoy the cool breeze that
comes from this unique cordless device.
On to outdoor. So one of the things
that people tend to miss about the Ryobi
program, is that we have the only overarching platform of cordless, to serve the
global DIY market. Not only do we have
all of these fabulous power tools you see
on the wall [of the conference room], we
also have outdoor power equipment that
works off the same 18-volt battery as our
power tools, and this gives us a unique
way to bring people into our system.
When you walk into a Home Depot,
no matter if you buy a drill, or a string
trimmer or a chainsaw, doesn’t matter,
we serve that DIYer with the same Ryobi
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Top to bottom: twin 18-volt battery cordless mitre saw; grinder;
circular saw; metal snips; pin
driver; and colling cooler.
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One+ battery. This is one of the reasons why
we have been so wildly successful with this
program.
In the outdoor business alone, we are rolling
out the six new products in the second half of
this year, and for 2018. This will give us 30 different outdoor products in the One+ system. So,
30 outdoor products in the One+ system, which
now gives us over 130, total Ryobi products that
all work off that same battery. The same battery
that we had 15 years ago when we launched
One+, which gives us a backward-compatible
system that is unique around the world and is
gaining traction like crazy.
In addition we have pioneered high performance cordless outdoor products. So in some
applications, if you have a large yard, let’s say
in Australia, or Canada, or the US, you might require more runtime and therefore more power.
That is why we developed the 40 volt platform
of Ryobi outdoor. This platform has actually
taken off so well, that we are going to launch
all these new products next year to feed that 40
volt platform, which will give us something like
30 products in just the 40 volt system, just for
outdoor. One of the most exciting developments
at Ryobi and TTI over the past six months has
been the category of cordless mowing. Not
only have we pioneered the first ever DIY level,
value-priced cordless riding mower — it costs
USD2499 — we sold completely out of these last
year. We intend to grow, we will probably triple
our sales on this device next year, and we are
just getting started adapting our unique technology to applications like this riding mower. So
this is exciting, this is the flagship of the Ryobi
brand.
However what may be the most exciting
development over the past six months is the
unbelievable stampede that is going on from
petrol mowers, which have been around for a
long time, to the Ryobi cordless mowers system.
If you think about it, as exciting as cordless is in
power tools, when you switch someone from a
cord to cordless, it is, there is an even more obvious benefit to switching from petrol outdoor
products, to a cordless product.
So, for example, a petrol mower has a pull cord
that you have to pull, which is a challenging and
frustrating process just to start the product.
Then you have the issue of the fumes, because
this is a petrol-burning engine. The fumes, of
course, are not great for the environment, or
that great for the user either. Of course with
cordless, there are no fumes. Then you have
heat, the petrol engine gets very hot, there is
no heat in cordless. Then you have the noise.
Our cordless mowers are one third the decibel
level that you have with petrol mowers. Then
you have the annual trip to the lawnmower
shop to have these tuned up, replace the spark
plugs, clean the carburettor. You have none of

that with cordless. And don’t forget, the petrol
supplied by people such as Exxon, we don’t get
any of that revenue. But on the cordless mower,
we sell the batteries. So the aftermarket we
have for the power source, is a revenue stream
that most investors have not yet even thought
about.
We were able to sell four times more mowers
than our original forecast last year. I should
say rather for the first half of this year. Four
times more. Now you say, well, wait a minute,
maybe the base was small. The base was not too
small. But wait until you see what the base is
next year. This may well be the fastest growing
new business area in all of TTI over the next
five years. That is because the market for global
petrol mowers is vast, and our competitors have
not focused on this category in the way that we
have. So I think you will see exciting things in
the future here.
We were also able to develop a very exciting
floorcare product in our Ryobi line. Floorcare
at TTI is not just Hoover and Vax, we also in
Milwaukee and Ryobi will sell floorcare products. This is a good example, this is a cordless
pole-vac in the Ryobi system, that is going to
be sold globally, and that will be a very significant contributor to the power tool business,
although it really is floorcare. That is one reason
why we are so excited about floorcare, because
the technology works in a lot of places. Here
is another example, this is a cordless wet dry
vac, using the 18-volt One+ battery system. This
is more powerful, it has better suction than a
corded wet dry vac. And it is cordless, there is no
cord so there is no electrocution risk, and there
is unbelievable convenience and benefit here
with cordless.

Milwaukee
Okay, so let’s shift
gears and talk about
Milwaukee. You see
from the three-dimensional display in
our triumphant arch
over here that we are
very excited about the
momentum that Milwaukee has. Yeah, we
grew 22% in the first
half, however I think
that investors continue
to underestimate the
long-term potential of
Milwaukee. We have
just begun here, we are
just getting started, in
converting the global
industrial market to
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cordless. We are leading the charge, our competitors are also doing a good job, a rising tide will
lift all boats, but I can assure you we are committed to being the global leader in industrial
cordless, Milwaukee will be number one, as we
implement our strategy. We have so much new
product on the way, that I cannot begin to get
through it today, though I will try to give you
some highlights of what we are launching over
the next six months.
First of all we have two platforms in Milwaukee. We have 18-volt, and we have subcompact
12-volt. I have been in the power tool business
since 1980, and the most important launch in
the history of our industry, is Milwaukee Fuel.
The reason is, this is a revolutionary platform,
with a unique battery, a unique motor, and
unique onboard electronics. The electronics
are the key to everything in cordless. We are
so far ahead here that we believe we are still
three years ahead of our competitor in terms of
Milwaukee Fuel.
So the Milwaukee Fuel range is set to expand
a lot. This year and over the next six months
we will roll out a whole new family of impact
wrenches. These are heavy duty, heavy torque
wrenches for driving lag bolts for infrastructure, bridge construction, tunnels etc. There is
also a version for the automotive market. Every
auto dealership in the world, every auto repair
shop in the world will shift from pneumatic to
cordless — in our opinion — in some degree, and
we will lead that charge. This is our family of
impact wrenches, that’s only impact wrenches.
No one anywhere in the world has this kind of
range of cordless impact drivers, and that is one
of many, many categories.
We have in addition a brand-new 7 1/4 inch
dual bevel mitre saw. Last March we shared
with you our new 10-inch mitre saw, full-size.
But to be honest cordless means lighter, more
compact, easier to carry, easier to use. This 7
1/4 inch saw does something like 75% of the
cuts you would do with the full-size mitre yet
it weighs a lot less, the blade costs one third
as much to replace, and it just works great. In
addition we have a new hacksaw, a new full-size
hacksaw utilising Fuel technology.
This is another breakthrough product it
is called a mud mixer. What is a mud mixer?
That is American slang for a device that mixes
concrete, paint, epoxy, and various other compounds that you use on a jobsite. You use it in
new construction, and what is the common
theme of new construction? There is no power,
so having to operate one of these things corded
is a real nuisance, because you need a generator
and a long extension cord. That is over now,
with the Milwaukee cordless mud mixer. And
we have the same torque, the same power and
torque with our cordless tool as traditional mud
mixers had with the cord.

Again we have a heatgun, this is a first ever
cordless heat gun. This is a heat gun, it uses no
butane, no dangerous gas cartridges. It is strictly lithium technology that we have created. It
works like a normal AC heat gun. There are tons
of applications for heat guns on jobsites. And in
automotive. The full-size 18-volt line of Milwaukee cordless is the broadest in the world, it is
growing like crazy,.
Okay, subcompact, 12-volt. We have pioneered
finally full power 12-volt ratchets. These are for
use in the automotive industry, and for other
mechanical hand tool
applications. So we
are converting people
here from traditional
mechanics handtools,
such as sockets and
wrenches, to a cordless ratchet. Today, in
automotive, people either use handtools, or
they used pneumatic,
which is loud, noisy,
needs maintenance
and so forth. Ours is
quiet, and actually
has more torque than
pneumatic tools. So
this is a stapler, a
brand-new cordless
stapler. It is used for
installation of carpet,
or insulation, or other
fabrics that you attach to wood. Here is
a new soldiering iron,
a soldiering iron that
heats up enough with
our 12-volt technology that it can replace
a corded soldiering
iron. Brand-new technology.
So it is interesting,
our competitors talk
about changing the
market, in cordless,
and leadership in
cordless, and yet
the fastest growing
market for cordless
is subcompact, the
whole idea of cordless, just like your
iPhone is smaller
than payphone or a
landline, the whole
idea of cordless is
smaller and lighter
and more compact,
Top to bottom: Cordless 7.25 inch mitre saw; cordless mud
more convenient, less
mixer; cordless heat gun; and cordless ratchet.
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unwieldy. That is what subcompact gives us. We
have the broadest line, we have over 80 subcompact tools. No one in our industry is even close
to being this committed to the fastest growing
segment of cordless which is subcompact.
But this keeps going. Let us talk about some
new businesses that TTI is going to enter with
our Milwaukee industrial brand. This is the
drain cleaning market. Now I mentioned in
Ryobi that we have DIY drain cleaners, but for
the plumber, for the commercial plumber, or
for the residential plumber, clogged drains are
nasty business, right? We are going to give the
plumber a safe, as in you don’t get electrocuted,
safe and fast way to deal with these unpleasant
challenges that come up at various times in restrooms around the world. This is an air snake,
so that instead of firing a cable through the
drain to unclog it, this actually builds up enough
pressure to blow air, blast air through the drains
and unclog them, without the unpleasantness
of having to feed a cable through the system.
Now however there are times when you do need
a cable, we will have the first ever cordless cable
drive drain cleaners, this is a drain snake that is
cordless, and it will outperform a corded version
of that drain cleaner.
Here is something that is called a switchpack,
this is really cool. If you need 50 feet of cable to
clean the drain, you can attach one drum to the
switchpack and you can perform the application. If you need 150 feet, you can plug three of
those drums together and you end up with a 150
foot cable. Fired from a cordless delivery vehicle,
first-ever, so you can now deal with drains that
are longer than you can imagine. This is the full
family of drain cleaning products in Milwaukee,
so this is a category we have never been in, we
are famous with plumbers, this is one of the key
applications of any plumber, and we have gone
from never being in this, to global leader in the
cordless versions of drain cleaning.
So, the new businesses keep going. Another
new business that we have shared with you is
lighting. Lighting has become an immense opportunity for Milwaukee cordless. Why? Think
about any construction site ever, a construction
site needs light, whether you’re working in
the evening, or whether you are in a building
that doesn’t have light and power. Cordless
lighting is a vast opportunity. So we are going
to bring some more products to market here.
Here is a good example. This is a we call this a
Radius light, so you fired it up, and it gets very
bright on the jobsite, that is working off of our
batteries, but this particular light can also be
activated from your iPhone. So this is our OneKey system, so from 200 feet away you can turn
on 10 of those, with the iPhone. So if you are the
foreman at a job site, you can control when the
lights go on and off.

In addition, that particular light also charges
your battery. So if you can utilise the light and
you can also put two batteries in and charge
them so that you can use them later in your
power tools. We think many users will also
enjoy that application. Here’s another cool light,
this is an under-hood light for the automotive
market. If you are repairing your car, let’s face
it, if you are in a garage even if the garage is
well lit, under the hood, it is not very well lit.
Now we provide the user with a cordless way, to
work under the hood of the vehicle, and repair
the car.
Here is a shot of the current lighting line,
this will be our lighting program by the fourth
quarter 2017. Once again, that slide is going to
change a lot over the next three years, we have
so many lighting ideas that it will blow your
mind. Remember, selling lights, this is like selling a power tool without a motor, which means
the gross margin here is highly accretive, and it
means that the same battery operates in these
lights, but we see it as a very very exciting new
business area.
Okay another new area is personal lighting.
We have had so many requests from end-users
for lighting, that, say, a coalminer would use,
or a contractor would use, or even DIYers, farm
use, etc. There are thousands of applications
for what we call personal lighting. We intend
to have the Milwaukee brand become a leader
in the space. This is what we’re launching, in
just our opening salvo. This is just our first step
here. However it is quite exciting.
Okay. Now let’s shift gears. Of course power
tool accessories matter a lot to us, we have
engineered a line of what we call carbide-tipped
Torch blades. Torch is a subbrand. So the Torch
blade with its unique carbide tooth technology
will out-cut existing reciprocating saw blades.
Torch cuts metal, with we also have a version of
these blades that we call Ax, that is for cutting
wood. In both cases we outperform anything
in the market. The sales of high-priced, highend blades are running right now about double
what we had forecast. The margins are excellent. So we’re very excited about our power tool
accessory businesses, and this is a good example
of that.
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Okay, brand-new business for TTI. This is
something that we have never been in. It is
called storage. We have competitors that classify storage as something so important that
they actually name the entire business segment
“storage”. So, we intend to participate aggressively in the storage arena. This system is called
“Packout”, we rolled this out last month. This
Packout is a revolutionary interlocking system,
that is indestructible, it is convenient because
you can interlock hundreds of different of storage devices eventually into the system, and you
will be able to attach radios and lights and fans
also to things. We think we are going to sell so
many tools to our users, that they are going to
want to store our tools in our storage solutions.
And this is a good example that. Do not underestimate the long-term impact of storage. Every
single user we sell to, has to store their tools.
They either store them permanently, in a garage
or workshop, or remotely in jobsites, or in vans,
and they need wheeled storage solutions, much
like your wheeled luggage through the airport.
The reaction to this program has been just
incredible.
Okay, another new area. We promised you,
what, four years ago we said we would build a
billion-dollar global handtools business. We had
never been in handtools. Our largest competitor
feasts on this category, because the margins are
inherently higher, there are lower distribution
and transportation costs, people don’t return
handtools so there is zero returns at the retail
level, and we need to be there. But we never said
we are going to handle business with “me too”,
commodity boring traditional products. Every
single handtool that we launch is designed to
be innovative, a leading postion, priced at a
premium, but it is designed to outperform our
competition.
This is a great example. We just rolled out 29
new screwdrivers. These have ergonomic grips,
and better business-end tips. You might not
have thought that we could reinvent the screwdriver, but we did. I’m very proud of our team,
and this program and we believe this is going to
sell like crazy. Another example, tape measures.
We’ve been in this category now for three years.
We are going to roll out 16 new tape measures
over the next six months. 16 new tape measures.
We have features here, and durability, that are
unsurpassed in the handtool industry. This is
a picture here of our hand tool range as of October. Four years ago that picture would’ve had
nothing on it. Take a good look at it, because
while there is a lot of stuff on it, believe me, a
year from now it will be a very crowded slide
and we will need two slides again.
Let me make another comment now about the
floorcare space. So floorcare is obviously an area
that is going through transition. Are we pleased
with the revenue results, with the profit results

from floorcare? Of course not, in the first half.
But there is no alarm here, we are participating
in, and we intend actually to drive the stampede,
the revolution from corded to cordless. You have
to remember when you look at our results, that
floorcare is not just Hoover, Vax, Oreck and Dirt
Devil, it is also Milwaukee and Ryobi. In fact,
these floor care products used to clean the surfaces of job sites and DIY areas and even around
the home, these floorcare products in every
single case are smash successes in our cordless
family. Because we have so many people in our
cordless systems, in both Ryobi and Milwaukee, that we have a presold line of floor care.
So anytime that we roll anything out in these
two battery platforms there are legions of loyal
customers that will buy our floorcare, because
they have the battery. And that means yes, they
won’t buy Dyson, won’t buy Shark or any of the
other competitors. In many cases they will go
right to the power tool brand, which are really
no longer power tool brands, these are broad
power equipment brands, including cleaning
devices for floors.
In addition to that, we are of course highly
focused on revitalising our floorcare brands.
Hoover is a global leader in floorcare, we all
know that. The brand has so much more potential than the current sales levels, that we have
a lot to look forward to as we roll out our new
Hoover products.
This is a great example, this is a cordless
pole-vac, or stick vac, in the React family, which
means that the shoe will adjust by using its
sensors, and this is the only product in the
world that will do this, it will adjust based on
the surface the floors. Thick carpet, thin carpet,
vinyl, hard surfaces, hardwood floors, etc. This
rolls out next month, we are excited about it,
it’s a premium product, it’s cordless, and it’s
gorgeous. In the UK, we use the same pole-vac
technology in our Vax brand. We have already
rolled some of these Vax cordless sticks out, as I
said, our cordless pole-vac, or stick-vac, market
in the first half was up over 50%. So it is not
like we are struggling here in floor care with
cordless, it’s just that we need to go through
the transition. We are very confident as we go
forward that we will successfully implement
this transition.
So, in summary, if you think about what we
just shared with you, yes the results are great
for the first half, but there is nothing, there is
no anomaly there, we had built a new product
machine at TTI, focused on global leadership
in cordless. This will yield we believe year after
year after year, of outstanding sales growth and
financial results. I think you are seeing that
trend consistently from us, and I have never felt
more confident about the company’s momentum towards the future.
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It’s no secret that, for most trades, the number of tools each tradie needs to tote around
increases every year. Whether its hand tools,
power tools, or measuring and inspection
tools, designers and manufacturers keep coming up with better ways to accomplish construction and maintenance tasks.
With great power comes ... well, the need to
tote around a lot of gear, actually.
While for many the traditional style of toolbox continues to work well (pull up in ute/
van, put tools in box, go to work), for many,
especially those who find themselves working on multi-unit dwelling construction, tool
transportation has become a bigger issue.
Depending on the task at hand, there are
two potential paths for this need breed of
tradies to follow: they can go for the big, pullalong toolchest, which means they can take
everything with them, or they can go for
more easily transportable solutions, such as
backpacks.
hnn.bz

The Stanley four-in-one
mobile workstation folds
out to reveal four separate types of storage.

Backpacks have been growing in popularity in part
because they’ve become so much a part of our culture —
it’s what you carry your sporting kit in, your groceries,
photography equipment, and so forth — and because
they are a great solution when your workday begins
with a kilometre walk, followed by a long climb up scaffolding and ladders to reach your worksite.
What HNN is presenting here might be called the
“alt-toolboxes”, some well thought out solutions to new
ways for tradies to keep their tools about on the different sorts of work environments they encounter.

Veto Pro Pac’s Tech Pac
One of the best made and best designed (and more expensive) solutions, this backpack is specifically designed
for use by tradies who need to walk a fair distance to
the jobsite, or who need to work doing tasks such as
servicing equipment on a ladder or elevated platform.
The backpack has 56 pockets for tools in total, and is designed for quick and easy access to all of those pockets.
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The design was tested in the field, and resulted from a
great deal of research. According to the designer of the
pack, Roger Brouard:
We wanted to see first hand how tradesmen in the field
deal with those conditions, so I spent weeks with them on
the job observing them — from looking at OSHA standards
of three points of contact on ladders, hauling tools up with
a rope, to the need for a backpack that would fit through
cages and stand up when being used, to a backpack that is
comfortable and won’t get wet when placed down in wet or
muddy conditions.
Like better hiking packs, the pack features a thermo-formed EVA padded back panel that helps cushion
the load, and also provides structural stability. A padded
load displacing shoulder strap system with multiple
adjustment strap points makes it easy to wear the pack
for long periods. It’s designed to not tip over when stood
upright on the ground, and is the right size to fit through
safety cages on construction sites.

Milwaukee Jobsite Backpack
While this is a smaller pack, with just 35 pockets, its
designed to suit most builders and construction workers.
It features a total of 35 pockets, and six elastic straps to
hold tools. On the inside it has a large pocket in the centre, two medium pockets to either side of that, a further
10 small pockets, and three zippered storage pockets.
On the exterior, there are two side pockets, and another
zippered pocket on the back, as well as four straps. Finally
there is one very large pocket on the back, which could hold a
hard hat.
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Top, middle, Veto Pro Pac.. Bottom
Milwaukee backpack.

Stanley Fatmax Tool Back Pack
With 50 pockets, the Stanley offering provides extensive flexibility for storage. It also features an internal
sleeve for tool storage that can be lifted out of the backpack to provide ease of access to a wide selection of the
tools. The backpack has a separate pocket for the storage
of a laptop, or power tool.

Irwin Centre Tote Tool Bag
Something like a combination of a backpack and a
more traditional toolbox, This tote bag offers 42 pockets
for storage, along with a separate power tool holder. It
features an open design that makes it easy to find and
access tools. Comes with a padded shoulder strap, making it easier to carry tools and leave hands free.

Milwaukee Bucket Organiser Bag
A great idea from Milwaukee, this is a like a tool belt
for a bucket. It’s a nylon belt that wraps around a standard bucket, and provides storage via 30 exterior pockets, plus two large zippered pockets.

Milwaukee Bucketless Organiser Bag
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Like the above, but without the need for a bucket.
Provides an additional 20 storage pockets, bringing the
total to 50. Includes a hammer holder that keeps the hammer upright, and easy to grab a hold of.

Stanley Fatmax 4-in-1
Mobile Work Station

This is a unique product from Stanley. Packed up for transport, it’s
the usual tall and wide toolbox we’re all used to. Deployed for use,
however, it transforms into a four-area tool access stand, including a
toolbox, parts bin, portable flat tray, and an oversized lower bin for
items such as power tools. It
comes with its own built-in
wheels, and includes a telescoping handle. The designers even thought to include
a V-groove in the top of the
work station, making it easy
to hold materials such as
lumber and pipes steady
for cutting. The whole box
of tools can be locked at a
single point.
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Top Stanley Fatmax backpack. Bottom Irwin Centre
Tote Tool Bag.

usa update
Pro customers deliver
for Home Depot, Lowe’s
in this
update:
•start
Truetext
Value Company says it is
progressing and
expanding in Q2
• Ace Hardware
increases sales
revenue in the
second quarter
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• Professionals
deliver more for
Home Depot than
Lowe’s

Home Depot and
Lowe’s have both been
beneficiaries of the
improving housing
market in the US. But
there has been a stark
divergence in their
results, with Home
Depot consistently
beating out Lowe’s,
including the latest
quarter.
The difference largely
comes down to how
they serve the “Pro”
customer.

Q2 results
Home Depot’s net
income for the second
quarter grew to USD2.7
billion compared to
USD2.4 billion, one
year ago. Revenue
came in at USD28.11
billion for the period, a
6.2% increase from the
same time last year.
Sales at stores open
for more than one
year rose 6.3%, while
comparable sales at US
stores increased 6.6%,
Home Depot said.
Lowe’s said that its
net profits rose to
USD1.4 billion in the
second quarter from
USD1.2 billion in the
same period last year.
Its second quarter
sales increased 6.8% to
USD19.5 billion compared to the prior-year
period.

Comparable
sales were up
4.5% and hit a
peak of nearly
8% in July, executives said
in a statement.

Pro
customers
Home Depot
has catered
more aggressively to the professional customer, which
includes renovators,
general contractors
(tradies) and small
business owners. In
fact, 40% of Home Depot’s sales come from
this customer category,
which tends to spend
more, take more trips
to the store and conduct bigger projects.
In contrast, Lowe’s
only gets about 30% of
sales from this category.
This is a notable gap,
especially as Home Depot’s professional comparable sales growth
was 9.6% in its most
recent quarter compared to 4.6% comps
in its DIY category,
according to Wedbush
Securities analysts.
Meanwhile, Lowe’s pro
comps were estimated
to be roughly 4%.
Importantly, the
professional custom-
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er spends more on
big-ticket items, which
has dominated sales
growth. This category
includes appliances,
roofing and special-order kitchens.
At Home Depot, comparable store sales for
purchases of USD900
and above were up
12.4% last quarter. This
has helped to lift overall results, as big-ticket
items make up 22% of
sales at Home Depot.
Serving pros with
big-ticket items has
been in focus as these
areas are seen as
more immune to encroachment by online
retailers. Home Depot
has continued to drive
share in these categories with more exclusive products, more
financing options, and
delivery alternatives.
The big box retailer
recently beefed up
this business with its

acquisition of Interline
Brands in 2015.
All of this is aided
by a superior online
strategy, analysts say,
which is critical given
increased concerns
about Amazon getting
into the home improvement category.
Last quarter, Home
Depot e-commerce
sales grew 23% yearover-year and now account for 6.4% of total
revenue. The company
has emphasised its
order-online, pickup in
store option, with 43%
of online orders still
being picked up inside
stores.
Lowe’s online business, while also growing rapidly, represented
just 3.5% of sales as of
the end of 2016.
https://goo.gl/
MqcNu3
https://goo.gl/JwmEpE

usa
update
Ace Hardware reports Q2 sales increase
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Ace Hardware Corp.
posted net income of
USD51.1 million for
the second quarter
of 2017, down USD12.3
million from the 2016
period. In the second
quarter, it recorded a
USD7.8 million of onetime pre-tax charges
primarily related to
the future closure of
certain warehouse and
distribution facilities. The charge and
higher expenses hit net
income.
The retailer also reported a 3.2% increase
in comparable store
sales from the 3,000
of its affiliated retailers who share daily
retail sales data. This
is a gain it attributed primarily to the
combination of more
favourable weather
and strong retail execution.
Net revenues for the
second quarter were
USD1.5 billion, up
USD66 million or 4.6%
from last year’s period.
Increases were noted
across most departments with outdoor
living, housewares,
impulse and tools
showing the largest
gains.
Retail revenues from
Ace Retail Holdings
-- Westlake Ace Hardware stores -- were
USD90.3 million versus
USD87.4 million in
the second quarter of
2017. This represents a
3.3% increase from the
second quarter of 2016,

and was the result of
new retail stores added
over the period.
Operating income
was USD53.6 million
versus USD67.3 million
in the year-prior
quarter.
Ace added 27 new
domestic stores in
the second quarter of
2017 and cancelled 28
stores. This brought
the company’s total
domestic store count
to 4,357 at the end of
the second quarter of
2017, an increase of 42
stores from the second
quarter of 2016.
On a worldwide basis,
Ace added 52 stores in
the second quarter of
2017 and cancelled 31,
bringing the worldwide store count to
5,024 at the end of the
second quarter of 2017.

Investors have sent
Amazon’s stock up
31% this year, compared to a 10% gain
for the S&P 500. The
US iShares home
construction exchange-traded fund,
which includes major
players like Home
Depot and Lowe’s, is
also surging, up 26%
year-to-date.
But home-improvement retailers
won’t enjoy endless
favour from Wall
Street. Home Depot
shares fell after Sears
announced it planned
to start selling its
Kenmore-branded appliances on Amazon,
and was launching a
line of appliances that
can be voice controlled
with Amazon’s Alexa.
Longer-term, however, stores like Home
Amazon-proof?
Depot and Ace Hardware have three key
In an interview with attributes that can proBusiness Insider, Ace
tect their market share
Hardware CEO and
from e-commerce
president John Venhui- giants: what they sell,
zen, said of Amazon:
service, and location.
![It] is quite arguably
The nature of the
the most disruptive
products they sell
company in the history lends itself to human
of business and they
interaction. Buyers still
impact everybody
want to ask a person
without question.
how things work, or
how to mix paint, or
That Amazon can
which colours to select
lose money to help
in the first place.
its customers and
And the more excepstill hold Wall Street’s tional the service, the
support is “terrifying,” better. Mr Venhuizen
he said. The online re- said:
tailer recently forecast
When a local business
its first quarterly loss
provides an irratioin two years.
nal level of service to
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their local neighbours,
that’s hard to compete
with on a big-box or a
dotcom national scale.
Every small business
can do that.
Although free shipping is convenient,
having thousands
of stores near the
neighbourhoods that
customers live in is
also a big advantage,
Mr Venhuizen said.
Ace Hardware,
like other hardware
retailers, has billions
of dollars worth of
inventory sitting in its
stores across the USA.
One way to exploit
that is by promoting
online pick-ups (online
orders that are picked
up at a store), essentially blending online and
offline strategies.
Mr Venhuizen said

Ace Hardware’s online
sales grew 61% in
the second quarter.
Ninety-three per cent
of those transactions
were picked up in the
store. The company
is also starting to
experiment with home
delivery, he added.
Many people like to
still physically see and
touch and have the
five senses. We had a
big 5,000-store celebration…Many of them
were out there smoking
meat on a grill. You
can’t smell that on
Amazon.
https://goo.gl/dzY4cG
https://goo.gl/JwTkoG

usa
update
Progress and expansion in Q2: True Value
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True Value Company
saw its comparable
store sales edge up in
the second quarter, as
the hardware retail
co-operative said it
progressed with its
multi-year strategic
growth plan.

Total comparable
store sales were up
0.9% for the quarter
ending July 1, 2017, with
increases in seven of
twelve regions in the
US and in six of the
company’s nine product categories.

Targeted initiatives
and investments led to
a 22% increase in visits
to TrueValue.com and a
19% increase in online
sales. Destination True
Value format comparable store sales were up
1.8% in the quarter and
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1.1% year-to-date.
Revenue was
USD430.4 million, a
decrease of 1.9% or
USD8.3 million.
The company
posted a net margin
of USD16.7 million in
the second quarter, up
28.1% from a year ago.
The increase in net
margin was primarily
driven by good gross
margin rates and tight
monitoring of overhead expenses, according to the company.
President and CEO
John Hartmann said:
We are now in the
third year of our multiyear strategic plan and
I’m very encouraged
by the strong advancements we are making.
After a record-breaking
year for ground-up and
remodelled stores in
2016, we have continued to make good
progress in building a
stronger business.
Our retailers are benefiting from strategic
initiatives in areas
such as omnichannel,
retail excellence and
product assortments
that improve the customer experience and

generate sales growth.
And we are doing all of
this at the same time
as delivering strong net
margin expansion.
Looking forward, we
will continue to look
for ways to accelerate
our strategic growth
plan to ensure that
True Value is helping
our stores to remain
relevant in their communities and supporting their long-term
growth, profitability
and independence.
https://goo.gl/DWmfe2

europe update
Kingfisher set to buy
Praktiker chain
in this
update:
•start
Travis
Perkins
text
raises prices as
profits take a dip
• Kingfisher acquires DIY stores
in Romania
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European DIY retailer
Kingfisher will acquire
its rival Praktiker
in Romania for an
undisclosed sum.
Kingfisher is the owner
of French-based Brico
Depot which already
operates in Romania.
Adela Smeu, CEO of
Brico Depot Romania,
said the deal will allow
the company to expand
its market share on the
back of a growing market for DIY and interior
design.
Romania is an attractive, growing home
improvement market
and we have always
been clear about our
intention to expand
our business over the
medium term. Subject
to competition approval, the strategic
acquisition of Praktiker Romania, combined with our existing
Brico Depot business,
gives us a strong presence right across the
country.
Kingfisher purchased
the DIY chain from
Turkish businessman
Omer Susli who is an
active investor in the
construction sector. He
said:
We are satisfied that
we have managed to
grow the business up to
this level, where Praktiker is one of the main

There are 27 Praktiker stores in Romania
players on the DIY
retail market, reaching
a turnover of about
EUR140 million in
2016 — up 3% from the
previous year — with a
network of 27 stores…
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Praktiker has invest- by the end of 2017.
ed EUR1.2 million in
Brico Depot has 15
the revamp of two of
stores and around 900
its stores in Ploiesti
employees in Romania.
and Oradea and the
https://goo.gl/5X2sXz
company aims to reach
20 redesigned outlets

europe
update
Travis Perkins hikes prices as profits dip
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British builders’
merchant and home
improvement retailer
Travis Perkins has
raised prices to help
offset rising costs from
the weakened sterling
as it posted a 4.5% drop
in half-year profits.
For the half-year
period ending June 30,
the parent company of
DIY retailers Wickes
and Toolstation reported pre-tax profits
of GBP168 million,
compared to GBP176

million in the same
period last year.
It said it was also
affected by weakening
housing transactions
and consumer confidence during the
period, but group sales
grew 3.5% to GBP3.2
billion, and by 2.7% on
a like-for-like basis.
Travis Perkins said
trading volumes were
impacted by price rises
that were implemented
to offset soaring costs
brought about from

the post-Brexit depreciation in the pound
and rising commodity
prices. Despite this, the
company said raising costs has helped
protect profit margins
(at the expense of
volume).
Its consumer division,
which includes 642
Wickes, Toolstation
and Tile Giant stores,
was also buoyed by
a 2.3% increase in
underlying earnings to
GBP45 million and like-
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for-like sales increasing by 4.7%. Overall
sales in this division
rose 7.3% to GBP822
million.
During the period,
Wickes continued with
its store refurbishment
program, completing
a further 18 refits. The
retailer also bolstered
its online proposition,
with range extensions
and same-day, onehour delivery slots.
Travis Perkins also
continued to expand
its Toolstation network, opening 19 new
UK stores in the period, as well as five in the
Netherlands. It said its
newly improved digital
customer experience,
including reduced
click-and-collect times,
better product reviews
and personalised
offers, drove a “significant step up” in sales
growth.
However these
results were weighed
down by the company’s
plumbing and heating
arm, where earnings
crashed by 32% to
GBP13 million.
As a result, Travis
Perkins revealed a
turnaround plan for
the division, including
integrating its City
Plumbing and CTS
branches to be run by
one management team.
The turnaround plan
also includes changes
to ranges, pricing and
online offering, while
setting up a dedicated
supply chain.

Chief executive
John Carter said the
company’s overall performance was “solid”
against a “challenging
market backdrop of
pronounced input cost
inflation and market
volatility”.
Mr Carter also believes British consumers are preferring holidays to DIY. He said:
With DIY you are
competing against
holidays, sofas and
new cars. In the past
few years we have been
successful because
if they can afford it,
consumers want to
improve their homes.
But with consumer
confidence and worries
about the economy,
they are leaving doing
up the kitchen or
bathroom because
they work hard and
definitely want to go on
holiday – that’s almost
a given.
The core business
supplying builders
reported revenues 1%
higher at GBP1.055 billion, though it is facing
similar issues. He said:
People are looking at
repairs, and those have
to be done, maintenance, which leads to
repairs if not done,
so they are spending
there, but improvement
is being put off.
https://goo.gl/CGesp1
https://goo.gl/
u6g6NN

news
Aussie Shader selling
through Ace Hardware
in this
update:
•start
An environmentext
tally-friendly
home renovation
in Melbourne has
won a number of
building awards
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• News Corp. increases its stake
in hipages.com.
au

• Locally made
beach product
will be exported
to the USA
Adelaide entrepreneur Mark Sellar has
come up with Shader:
a portable sunshade
for the head. The
product generated over
$209,000 in pre-sales
through a Kickstarter campaign and is
poised to be stocked
in US hardware chain
Ace Hardware. He told
Adelaide Now:
A lot of our sales
(pre-sales) are in the
US, we’re doing deals
with Costco and Ace at
low margin so we can
get them pre-Christmas, so we’re in store
by Christmas, everyone
knows about us and by
the time their spring/
summer comes around
we’re in the stores
and then our volume

should go through the
roof.
He also said Shader would be stocked
in major Australian
outlets by the end of
September.
The Shader, to be
made in China, will
come in a basic and
premium model, the
latter featuring a
solar panel, fan, phone
charging port and
stubbie holders.
Mr Sellar’s company,
HGT Innovations has
made two prototypes
which are presently in
the US. They are being
marketed on Instagram by his LA-based
sister, DJ, model and
Instagram celebrity
Laura Lux and Australian model and
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TV host Emily Sears,
who collectively have
5.5 million Instagram
followers.
He said the product’s success has been
generated by in excess
of 45 million views on
Facebook.
Mr Sellar had shortlived fame when he
took home the $1 million prize on Channel
Seven reality show The
Big Adventure in 2014.
He said he invested
the bulk of the winnings into Melbourne
industrial property
and used a portion to
start his first business,
Fantom Hardware
which makes a magnet-activated doorstop
which latches into the
underside of a door

removing a potential
trip-hazard.
This product was
developed two years
ago, is stocked in more
than 60 countries
worldwide, has racked
up 100,000 sales and is
due to hit the shelves
of over 4,500 Ace Hardware stores this year.
https://goo.gl/zKDd8S

news
Award for sustainable home conversion
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An innovative home
extension in the Melbourne suburb of Coburg has recently been
awarded two Building
Designers Association
of Victoria awards for
best residential Environmentally Sustainable Design and best
Alteration and Addition between $200,000
and $500,000.
It is named The
Cheese House because
of its asymmetrical rounded shape
designed to minimise
shading over a neighbour’s block.
Jeremy Spencer
from builder Positive
Footprints said The
Cheese House extension, which converted
an energy-guzzling,
old-style weatherboard
house into a 7.9 star energy-producing home,

is now earning money
for the owners by
producing more energy
than the family used.
He told the Herald Sun:
There’s still a feeling
(energy efficient measures) might be an expense that people can’t
pay, but if anything it
becomes cheaper over
time...this house is now
making money for the
owners.
The passive solar
design of The Cheese
House extension helps
to absorb and hold
heat from its surrounds. Mr Spencer
said the walls, floor and
roof of an old section
of the house had been
insulated and windows
double-glazed while
passive solar principles
had been employed
on the new section to
maximise the use of

the sun during winter.
Recycled bricks were
used internally for
their heat mass benefits, and the exterior
was clad in Colorbond,
“low in embodied energy”, the amount of energy needed to create
it. Mr Spencer said:
It’s also low maintenance – the clients

didn’t want to be
painting – and highly
recyclable.
The owners, concerned about rising
gas prices, opted to go
all electric and even
the hydronic heating,
traditionally gas-powered, runs off efficient
electric heat pumps.
A 4.7kW solar system

ensures the house runs
on credit.
Related: Renovations
are turning green – HI
News No. 3.9, page 86
http://hnn.bz/hinews-3-09.pdf
https://goo.gl/aSwxi8

News Corp owns more of hipages.com.au

The DataRoom
column in The
Australian reports
that News Corp
has increased its
stake in hipages, the
online marketplace
for tradies. This will

value the business at
almost $200 million.
News will move
from 25% to 30%
ownership after some
of hipages founders
decided to reduce
their holdings.

Hipages matches
customers who advertise specific jobs with
trades and service
people in suburbs
across Australia
through its online
directory.
News bought into
the Sydney-based
venture in December
2015 and has directors
on the board. Negotiations to increase the
stake started in the
past few months.
Hipages was
founded in 2004 by
David Vitek and Roby
Sharon-Zipser, who
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remain with the business, but the start-up
also includes three
more capital partners.
The sale to News
Corp is the first time
the founders have
taken money off the
table since the business started.
The company said
it has two million
hipage users registered on the platform
and an average of
100,000 jobs posted
each month. It is estimated that hipages
is generated up to $2
billion worth of jobs

for Australian tradies
in the 2017 financial
year.
Related: News
Corp buys into home
improvement start up
– HNN
https://goo.gl/
VP7rXG
https://goo.gl/
LTcfmL

DIGiTAL

GET MORE THAN YOUR FEET WET
A website is a great start to digital marketing —
but it is only a start.
Like the ocean, digital can seem difficult to deal
with at first. But just as a few simple lessons soon
set you free, a little advice and guidance can make
digital easy — far easier than print.
At HNN, we don’t only offer ad placement in the
industry’s leading digital journal, with a better
audience than any similar publication, digital or
print. We offer complete campaign assistance,
making use of our design, social media, edm and
content expertise to assist you in lifting the profile
of your company and its products.
The outcome? Less risk, more results. It’s easy.

Contact Betty Tanddo,
betty@hnn.bz or
0411 431 832

HNN. The home improvement industry digital experts.

NEW PRODUCTS
The Yard Force 120vRX cordless outdoor power tool
series includes a 22-inch lawn mower, 18-inch grass
trimmer and a 580 CFM blower, using brushless DC
(BLDC) motors and lithium-Ion batteries.
The Yard Force brand is from Sumec, a China-based maker of power tools and equipment. John Plocic, president
of Merotec, the North American business unit of Sumec,
said:
Thanks to the advanced digital controller, the BLDC motor together with the 120v battery drive unit can deliver
the exact same performance as a 160cc gas engine.
The 22-inch cordless lawn mower is self-propelled. A
self-propelled mower will produce a better cut, resulting
in healthier grass because of a more consistent cut.
The switchable two lithium-Ion batteries that power the
mower provide green energy to cut more than 1/2 acre
at one charge.
https://goo.gl/vaUo3o

Cub Cadet is offering three new high
performance brush cutters, each fitted
with a Mitsubishi petrol engine.
Designed with Custom Soft Grip Throttle
Control, the Cub Cadet brush cutters
are smooth and steady to use so that an
even cut can be achieved.
Crafted with a convenient bump-head
line feed system, these brush cutters
weigh 6kg and unde.
Available with a loop handle or bullhorn
handle, users will be able to find a model that caters to their grip preference.
Each model comes with a single or
double strap (CC927U only), a padded
harness to make trimming, cutting and
slashing more comfortable, particularly
when cutting for long periods of time.

Worx has introduced a new 20V MAX
4.0 Ah battery. This pint-size lithium-ion
power station features twice the run
time of the 20V 2.0 Ah battery.
The battery is compact and weighs
0.7kgs. It is compatible with all Worx
20V lawn and garden and DIY tools.
The battery features a built-in fuel
gauge. Users can monitor charge levels
by pressing an electronic keypad that
signals the battery’s charge status.
The 20V Worx Power Share program
features more than a dozen cordless yard
and garden and DIY tools, plus combo
kits powered by the same interchangeable 20V battery. It gives users the
ability to mix and match by buying the
tools, batteries and charger they want
with minimal expense.
https://goo.gl/2zY6yg
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Boral Timber has added to its engineered flooring range with the launch
of its Engineered Wideboard Flooring.
Available in the Australian hardwood
species of Blackbutt and Spotted Gum,
the 186mm wide strip boards feature a
matte sheen brushed finish that highlights the natural colour and features of
the timber.
Pre-finished with seven layers of 10%
matte sheen UV cured acrylic coating,
the 4mm nominal hardwood top layer
allows re-sanding and recoating for a
long service life. The board has a 4 side
Uniclic 14mm profile for a tight boardto-board fit and a smooth consistent
finish. The new wider boards are also
offered in a 2.2m length which is longer
than the 134mm boards.

At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au
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Klingspor’s new diamond wheels
Klingspor is pleased to announce the launch of its
new diamond products in Australia.

Klingspor is a German
based manufacturer of
abrasive products with
over 120 years’ experience.
The Klingspor range of
abrasives includes everything from abrasive belts
to cutting and grinding
discs, flap discs and a
complete range of other
abrasives and accessories.
In 2015, Klingspor invest-

ed in a new, state of the art
diamond wheel manufacturing plant in Europe.
The range and quality
Klingspor can now offer is
unrivalled in Australia. The
range includes;
• Segmented diamond
wheels from 100mm to
500mm in diameter
• Turbo rim diamond
wheels for general applications

• Continuous rim wheels
for tile cutting
• Cup grinding wheels for
surface grinding
• Core drills in a variety of
diameters
The diamond range
Klingspor is offering is
made from the highest
quality raw materials with
the finest manufacturing
processes. This is what
Klingspor have built their

reputation on for over a
century.
The product is well
presented in retail friendly
packaging and retail display stands are available
on request.
For more details, please
contact Klingspor: www.
klingspor.com.au

Klingspor’s proud history of product development
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1926

1950

1954

2003

After intensive research
KLINGSPOR succeeds in
developing a process for
the manufacture of waterproof abrasive paper, for
the first time in Europe.
This innovation was of
real significance for the
automobile industry as
wet grinding is an important procedure that
is made possible only
by means of waterproof
abrasive paper. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
improves the efficiency of
the automobile production worldwide.

For the first time, KLINGSPOR produces highspeed, fabric bonded
grinding discs. Due to
noticeably higher speeds,
this KLINGSPOR innovation leads to an enormous
increase in the productivity and profitability as well
as to an effective change
of the whole abrasive
cutting technology.

The KLINGSPOR abrasive mop is patented. The
idea is as simple, as it is
ingenious: Many abrasive
flaps are combined into
an abrasive mop wheel. It
adapts perfectly to each
workpiece and, thus, is
ideal for fine, flexible
surface grinding. This
KLINGSPOR innovation
enhances the possibilities
of application technology
for grinding in many
ways.

The CMT abrasive mop
disc with rapid action system as well as the WSM
abrasive mop wheel with
80 m/s approval provide
for further growth. Both
innovations are suitable
for use on standard angle
grinders. With rapid
tool change in seconds
and no tightening tool
required, the CMT is the
perfect solution for high
ease of use and significantly reduced set-up
times!
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